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PROPOSAL
The doctrine of Eternal Reward has been a center-piece of the Christian
faith from its beginning. Its significance stems from the very teaching of Christ
himself. Unfortunately, the doctrine became distorted and corrupted during the
Middle Ages, and precipitated the efforts of Martin Luther, which led to the
Reformation. The result was a thorough disdain for the doctrine of Rewards in
general. But while the bath water was indeed filthy, the baby should not have
been thrown out with it. Nevertheless, from the time of the Reformation to the
present, the doctrine of Eternal Reward(s) has been stigmatized. The unspoken
Protestant view of Rewards is one of suspicion. Reward is viewed as conflicting
with the most cherished Protestant distinctive of all -Justification by Faith.
Yet how can this attitude be justified in light of the significance placed on
Rewards in the New Testament? Jesus included the idea of Etemal Reward in so
much of his teaching, that ignoring his emphasis on it can not help but result in a
distortion of the Gospel. Not only Jesus, but Paul too, saturated his episties with
words of both encouragement and warning based on the certainty of future
recompense.
Questions regarding Etemal Reward seem to multiply. What motivated
both Jesus and Paul to place such importance on teaching believers that actions in
this life will be divinely rewarded by God? And what form will that recompense
take? Is heaven itself the only reward believers should be thinking of? Or should
the anticipation of individual deeds receiving specific reward provide motivation
for Christian discipleship? What is the biblical and theological evidence for
believing in such degrees of Reward? How does receiving reward according to
one's deeds harmonize with being justification by faith? Does the whole idea of
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serving God out of desire for personal benefit represent a selfish motive? And
finally, what impact should the answers to all these questions have on the daily life
of a believer?
Such questions deserve answers. The long neglected doctrine of Etemal
Rewards warrants renewed examination. The supposed tension between
Salvation by Grace and the promise of Etemal Rewards must no longer be
permitted to obscure a teaching that figures so prominently in the Scriptures. This
eclipse of Etemal Rewards cannot help but result in lopsided discipleship.
Therefore this thesis proposes to investigate the proper place of Etemal Rewards
in Wesleyan theology, with a particular focus on ethical / motivational concerns
and implications for discipleship.
THESIS STATEMENT
How should the doctrine of Etemal Rewards influence the Wesleyan
concept of Christian discipleship?
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The first step in tackling this issue is to retum to the Scriptures and
rediscover what the New Testament has to say about Rewards. Because this is
not a biblical studies thesis, the literature to be discussed will primarily focus on
the interpretations of prominent theologians regarding pertinent passages.
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However, in addition to theological authorities, several works by biblical scholars
will need to be drawn in as well to establish the scriptural imperative for a
theology of Etemal Rewards.
Next, analysis of Reward will be made from an secular, ethical standpoint Is
action that results from such motivation selfish and egocentric? If so, how so?
These are philosophical issues and they require an in-depth look at the ethical
implications of duty, altmism and self-interested behavior. At this point, literature
from classical ethical theory will frame the debate. Then, to bring us to the cutting
edge of the issue, more modem works will be introduced.
Thirdly, attention will tum to the theological issues of Etemal Reward.
What does a theology of Reward imply about the nature of man and of God?
Also, the debate over degrees of Reward well be reviewed in some detail. This will
lead to the dilemma of Reward versus Grace. And so consideration will be given
to the alleged tension between salvation apart from works, and being rewarded
according to what one has done. Enter the works of Luther and Calvin. The
early reformers seem to exhibit animosity toward the very hint of merit. But does
their rejection of eaming salvation by works have to inevitably spill over to idea
of reward? Some established books and several current joumal articles provide
valuable help in this area.
Turning to the specific sources of literature relied upon, the investigation
will begin by looking at key passages of the New Testament This gets the
problem out on the table to assure a common starting place. The literature to be
used in this endeavor is that of tmsted and renowned commentators. In addition
to works which are accepted standards, some views by non-Protestant
commentators help to correct the anti-reward sentiment that is a legacy of the
reformation. David Hill presents the Roman Catholic position in his commentary
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The Gospel of Matthew. He brings needed balance to the interpretation of Jesus'
teaching on reward. Of more contemporary origin, Blaine Charette has written a
volume in the Joumal for the Study of the New Testament Supplement Series,
entitled The theme of Recompense in Matthew's Gospel.
Etemal Reward can be understood in two ways (1) heaven itself, or (2)
varying degrees of reward within heaven. Joumal articles such as "Degrees of
Reward in the Kingdom of Heaven", in Joumal of the Evangelical Theological
Society, by Craig Blomberg, and "The Concept of Reward in the Teaching of
Jesus," in Novum Testamentum. by G. DE RU comment on this dilemma. The
article "Degrees of Glory", by Emman Disley (Joumal of Theological Studies^ lays
essential ground work for this issue as well as the entire study.
The question "Is it right to serve God for the prospect of reward?" leads to a
more general question of whether any act is tmly virtuous if done for personal
gain. Kant formulated the classic discussion of this issue. According to Kant,
Duty for its own sake is the only allowable moral incentive. Paul Ramsey's book
Basic Christian Ethics offers some interesting altematives to Kant's unyielding
view. Thomas Nagel provides a fascinating argument for disinterested moral
action in The Possibility of Altmism. This debate over the very conceivability of
action that does not in some way flow from personal desire (non-hedonistic or
altmistic) has received renewed interest during the last few decades. E.F. Carritt
in The Theory of Morals points out many weak spots in hedonism. Nicholas
Rescher takes a more positive posture in arguing for disinterested behavior (rather
than against hedonism) in his book entitled Unselfishness.
The collection of essays found in Morality and Rational Self Interest (edited
by David Gauthier) brings together views from classical philosophers like Hume,
Hobbes, and Sidwick, with more recent thinkers like Francis Hutcheson and H. A.
Prichard.
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The nature and character of divine reward has a great influence on how
that reward should affect Christian motivation. Is the reward intrinsic to the
action, or extrinsic? Ethical philosophers generally see acts motivated by extrinsic
acts as self-interested. Ethicists attach much higher moral value to pursuing
reward that is intrinsically related to an act. In religious terms this would be simply
seeking fellowship with God (rather than being motivated by secondary rewards).
Stephen Evans addresses this issue in his essay "Could Divine Rewards Provide a
Reason to be Moral?" Evans interprets the Christian's reward as nothing other
than God Himself. Malcom Reid criticizes Evans' argument as being not
specifically Christian, even though it is theistic. Both essays are found in The
Realitv of Christian Learning.
The idea of Etemal Reward being nothing other than God himself requires
a retum to the mystics. There was an intense discussion about the possibility of
Pure Love carried on in the early Eighteen Hundreds. Madame Guyon's mystical
writings caused alarm on the part of the Church, particularly with Boussuet,
Bishop of Meaux. Guyon's emphasis on loving God for no other reason than
Himself alone, threatened the established system of works righteousness and thus
was considered dangerous to the Church. During her imprisonment, Fenelon,
Archbishop of Cambrai, came to Guyon's defense. The dialogue which resulted
between these two men probed many of the profound questions about Christian
motivation. A survey of this literature will lend historical context to the
investigation.
Two works treat this remarkable controversy comprehensively. The first is
K.E. Kirk's massive history of Christian doctrine. The Vision of God. This work
was originally presented as the Bampton Lectures at Oxford University, in 1928.
It is a retelling of the history of the doctrine of God as the Highest Good, Summa
Bonum. More specific to the topic of Mysticism's emphasis on Pure (or Perfect)
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Love, is Baron Friedrich Von Hugel's The Mvstical Element of Religion. Though
this book is primarily concerned with the life of Saint Catherine of Genoa, Von
Hugel's thoroughness and historical/philosophical prowess make it an invaluable
resource for tracing the implications of mysticism on Christian motivation.
Fenelon's own writings will be addressed to give further depth to his defense of
Pure Love.
Another vital issue is the alleged tension between the Doctrine of
Justification by Faith and the Doctrine of Etemal Reward. Is such conflict
unresolvable? Can Luther and Calvin be understood in such a way as to
accommodate the significant emphasis the New Testament places on Reward? To
go straight to the source, Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion treats the
issue of merit in volume two; chapters 14-18. Though this material sees reward as
in competition with grace, it must be remembered that Calvin was thinking of
reward as the motivation of one's effort to merit salvation by works. The same can
be said for Luther's comments.
Luther's view's on reward are a little harder to come by. This is because
Luther, unlike Calvin, was not a systematic theologian. Thus it is difficult to locate
a comprehensive discussion by him of the topic in one place. Fortunately, in the
article "Luther's Doctrine of Work and Reward", Johann Heinz distills very
pertinent passages from throughout the fifty-two volume set, Luther's Works.
Another very fine secondary source of Luther's position on merit and grace is
presented in Justification by Faith, edited by G. Anderson, T. Murphy and J.
Burgess. Burgess, includes an article by himself, "Rewards, but in a Different
Sense", in which he claims that rewards are not eamed, but flow gratuitously from
the Father's favor.
C.S. Lewis takes an unusual position regarding Etemal Rewards in his
sermon "Weight of Glory". He suggests that the promises of reward found in the
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New Testament are to function as formational rather than motivational. As we
acknowledge the profound and "unblushing promises of reward" found in the
scripture, our desire for earthly pleasures is challenged and transformed. 1
Theodore Mueller, the noted Theology professor at Concordia Seminary,
tries to harmonize Reward and Justification by Faith in an article published by
Christianitv Today. "The Saints Reward and God's Grace". Interestingly, Mueller
does not understand reward passages as referring to heaven itself, but maintains
that there will be differing degrees of reward in heaven. Saint Augustine claimed
the same thing, especially in regard to the levels of reward to be experienced by
different types of chastity. These statements are found in his Literal Commentary
on Genesis.
Modem behavior theory provides some interesting comments on the value
of rewards as incentives. Alfie Kohn, has written a book called Whv Incentive
Plans Cannot Work. In it he list several counter-productive affects of the use of
rewards in the work place. From a psychological perspective, Bamy Schwartz, in
The Battle for Human Nature, addresses the issue of motivation for secondary
personal gains.
These sources will provide the framework for the four sub-problems to be
investigated: (1) The teaching of the New Testament on Etemal Rewards (2)
Ethical concems of Etemal Reward (3) Theological issues raised by the doctrine
of Etemal Reward and (4) How Etemal Reward should impact daily discipleship.
These sources will establish not only context but currency, not only breadth, but
depth and thereby enable a meaningful study of how the doctrine of Etemal
Reward should influence Christian discipleship within the Wesleyan tradition
IC.S. Lewis. "The Weight of Glory." Theology, vol.43 no. 257 (Nov. 1941), Norwich.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.
Few assumptions will be made during this paper. Protestantism has so
neglected the doctrine of Etemal Rewards, that this proposal seeks to start from
ground level. Though it might appear such a goal is unrealistically ambitious,
preliminary issues will not be dealt with in exhaustive detail. At the same time,
however, they must not be assumed. Starting from the biblical imperative for
Etemal Rewards, all fundamental components surrounding the investigation will
receive sufficient mention (even when very brief) that no specific assumptions
need to be declared at the outset.
For the most part, the terms Etemal Reward, Divine Reward and Reward,
will be used in a very broad sense. They should be understood to include any
aspect of future etemal benefit from God. Whenever reward is capitalized it
denotes this specifically religious meaning. The overall concept of Reward does
indeed have differing interpretations. Kirk, (Vision of God^ sees the ultimate
Christian reward to be none other than God, Himself. Others see Reward as the
general blessedness which we associate with the state of Heaven. Still others
maintain that the rewards promised in the scripture include separate and individual
compensation for acts of righteousness done on earth. This final theory of varying
degrees of recompense will be referred to by the terms 'Degrees of Reward',
"Varying Degrees' or simply "Degrees'.
In terms of the ethical ramifications of being motivated by Reward, the
words 'interested' and 'self-interested' will be used interchangeably. Since the full
understanding of how these terms are to be construed will receive ample
development in the chapter devoted to Rewards and ethics, they require no
further explanation at this point.
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METHODOLOGY
Primarily a research paper, this investigation utilizes no extraordinary
methods of gathering data. Virtually are sources will come from the B.L. Fischer
library of Asbury Theological Seminary. Specific works not available at the library
will be acquired through inter-library loan. Otherwise, no special collections are to
be consulted. The over-arching principle of research will be to investigate the
existing body of literature relating to the problem from several disciplines of study.
These findings will then form the raw material for constructing a theology of
Etemal Rewards consistent with the Wesleyan tradition.
OUTLINE
Four differing perspectives of Etemal Rewards need to be addressed to
adequately investigate what influence the doctrine should have on practical
discipleship. The sub-problems of this proposal will become chapters of the
resulting investigation. The concept of Etemal Rewards will be addressed from
the perspectives of scripture, philosophy, theology, and discipleship.
In terms of the Degrees of Reward controversy, deliberate attempt will not
be made to establish or disprove one theory in favor the other. That is a problem
for the biblical studies scholar. Instead, the case for each will be briefly presented
to lay a necessary foundation for following chapters. While the opinion of the
author in this matter becomes apparent, both understandings of Reward will
receive proper consideration.
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Philosophical implications of eternal reward will begin by discussing
behavior motivated by personal benefit in general. This will frame the pertinent
question of whether or not Eternal Rewards are an intrinsic or extrinsic
motivation. A new definition of interested motivation (one which is truly ethical)
will be used to ascertain the moral stature of the Christian doctrine of Etemal
Rewards
Theological perspectives regarding reward begin with the historical debate
of Pure Love. Afterwards, the nature of God as revealed by Reward will be
interspersed with a view of human motivation. Thirdly, the Grace vs. Merit
tension of Reward receives consideration. This leads to Degrees of Reward.
Discipleship is the place where theology tums into action. How should the
doctrine of Etemal Rewards affect the way a believer lives? The concluding
chapter of this investigation will seek to discover the appropriate practical
applications of the theology of Divine Reward.
JUSTMCATION FOR STUDY
The imperative of scripture serves as the primary justification for a study of
Etemal Rewards. So much of the New Testament refers to this teaching that it
demands attention. This mandate is further intensified by the prevailing neglect
Protestants have given the area historically. A topic Jesus gave such great
attention to must no longer be avoided by the Protestant community.
It certainly has not been avoided by secular philosophy. The disparaging
views of Philosophy on a system of religion that derives a much of its motivation
from reward need to be addressed. Can Christianity defend itself against the
verdict of secular ethicists that it is no more that veiled egoism?
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Finally, the pre-eminent justification for a study of Etemal Rewards lies in
the very title of the doctrine itself. Something etemal is, by definition, of infinite
importance. Failure to thoroughly investigate matters of potentially infinite
consequences is irrational from any standpoint. To do otherwise opens one to the
charge of the French philosopher, Blaise Pascal-namely, that it is the height of
irresponsibility to not give utmost attention to those things that may impact our
lives immeasurably. Thus it is a Christian responsibility to re-examine this vital
doctrine of the Faith.
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THE NEW TESTAMENT TEACHING ON ETERNAL REWARD
Holy Scripture is an ancient record from a vastly different culture.
Therefore, attempting to comprehend biblical teaching on the issue of etemal
reward is a complex task. Even within one's own time and culture, communication
often breaks down and intended ideas are misunderstood. Words function as the
fundamental vehicle for communicating ideas, yet the precise meanings assigned
to specific words shift from person to person. When one considers how
dependent humans are on communication, it is surprising that language can be so
imprecise.
How much more complicated this becomes when attempting to understand
the teaching of Scripture. The term reward conveys subtly different images to
different people. Do such definitions correspond to the meaning Jesus intended
when he used 'reward' two thousand years ago? What is more, did Jesus and Paul
use the word in exactly the same way? Contrasting culture systems and
separation of nearly two thousand years produce considerable differences in the
way people think and communicate. For this reason, engaging in serious Bible
study might qualify as the ultimate cross-cultural experience. ^ This tmth must
caution and guide the following study of what the New Testament has to say
about Etemal Rewards.
This first chapter seeks to present a brief discussion of Etemal Rewards as
found in the New Testament by focusing on the Gospels and Pauline epistles. To
arrive at the most accurate understanding of the New Testament doctrine on
Etemal Rewards, the teachings of Jesus and Paul will be investigated separately.
In this way, the thought of each will emerge independently of the other and
1 Lawson Stone, stated during Old Testamoit lectures at Asbury Theological Seminary, Fall 1993
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thereby allow the distinctive of each to surface/ Afterwards, the two will be
synthesized to present a fully orbed picture of the place Reward occupies in the
New Testament.
Jesus and Etemal Rewards
Jesus made surprisingly frequent use of the idea of Reward. It prevails in
his teaching to the extent that one writer has exclaimed: "So deeply imbedded in
the teaching of Jesus is the idea of reward, that if it were stmck out nothing would
be left".3 While obviously an overstatement, the point is well taken. No one
reads through the Gospels without sensing the centrality Jesus placed on the next
life, and further, his emphasis on the etemal blessing discipleship would bring. It
is hard to find a single page of New Testament scripture which contains the words
of Christ that does not also include a reference to the concept of recompense. In
fact, when future reward is combined Christ's teaching on punishment, the
everlasting consequences of one's behavior in this life provide a primary
motivation for serving God. Etemal Reward makes all the earthly sacrifice of
following Christ eminently reasonable. On hand, everlasting punishment makes
rejecting God's will not only unwise, but down right illogical.^
The conception of Reward in the mind of Jesus divides into two sections:
the purpose of reward, and the nature of reward. In terms of purpose, Jesus used
reward both to incite and maintain Christian behavior. As to the nature of
2 2 Even though Paul based his writings on the teaching of Jesus, his writings demonstrate unique
emphases.
3 K�. Kirk, The Vision ofGod. (London: Longman's Green and Co., reprint 1973), 143.
^ "Thou Fool! " of the parable of the man who built bigger bams (Luke 12:20) also "Whatwill it
profit a man to gain the whole worid and yet forfeit his voy soul" (MatL16:26)
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Reward, Jesus defined Reward in terms of three primary principles:
disproportionality, reversal, and relationship
Rewards and the Choice to become a Disciple
Jesus' parables reveal his use of etemal consequences (both reward and
punishment) as a chief theme in presenting the call to discipleship {[Alternate
wordingJThe fact that consequences, including both reward and punishment, are
one of Jesus' most popular themes in discussing the call to discipleship stands out
clearly in the parables he told.} No doubt the most graphic example is the parable
of the Rich man and Lazams. This parable also serves as an excellent example of
how Jesus intertwined the ideas of reward and punishment. Yet other major
parables of Christ likewise demonstrate the inevitable connection of reward and
punishment. The sheep are rewarded while the goats are condemned. The wise
virgins enter the wedding feast and the foolish are locked out. Faithful stewards
share in their master's happiness but the lazy steward is thrown out into the
darkness. The wheat shines like the sun in the Kingdom of God whUe the weeds
bum in the fiery fumace. As inseparable as inhaling and exhaling, the promise of
reward for righteousness is invariably linked to the warning of punishment for
sinful unbelief.
Thus the present paper (which focuses on Reward alone) would be at least
twice as long if it included the negative component of recompense in the teaching
of Jesus. Care must be taken that isolating reward from punishment does not
result in a lopsided picture of Christ's teaching on recompense. Noting this
danger, however, does not invalidate treating Reward individually.
And so it appears that Christ made use of etemal reward as a significant
motivation for accepting his call to discipleship. This point is often used by
opponents of the faith as reason to criticize Christianity for resting on self-
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interested motives.^ Regardless of how that charge is answered, Jesus used
Reward as a reason for following him.
Rewards and the Conduct of the Disciple
The general agreement about Jesus' use of Reward as a motivation for
accepting the call to discipleship, however, does not extend to the way Jesus used
reward in reference to believers after they have accepted that call. To become a
Christian out of fear of Hell and desire for Heaven is one thing, but afterwards,
once inside the faith, doing the will of God because of the promise of reward
seems less acceptable. Such motivation appears to conflict with the requirement
of self-denial that defines what it means to be a disciple. Shouldn't a Christian
serve God out of love? Doing good for the sake of personal benefit resembles
bribing children to do their chores.
Just what did Jesus say about reward in regard to Christian conduct? The
passages that promise reward for specific Christian behavior divide into two
classifications: (1) Reward as primary motivation for initiating certain conduct;
and (2) reward as a source of comfort in the midst of action that was initiated for
other (higher?) motivations. In other words, Jesus uses reward in a two-fold
fashion: incentive for acts of discipleship, and encouragement during acts of
discipleship.
Of these two, the second is usually uncontested. For example, the disciples
would not consider reward in heaven as a reason to seek out being reviled and
falsely persecuted for the Son of Man, but when it did happen (in the line of battle,
so to speak) they could certainly be encouraged and even leap for joy over the
5 Criticisms as this (and the following debate about the proper role of reward regarding Christian
conduct) will be the focus of the following chapter.
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reward Jesus promised for such suffering.^ Thus the use Jesus made of Reward in
this regard is that "the persecuted faithful can take consolation". 7 Consider the
episode of the Rich Young Man. The goal he sought was etemal life itself, but if
he were ever tempted to regret having sold all he had to give to the poor
(assuming he had followed Jesus' advise), Jesus said he could take encouragement
from the promise that he not only had etemal life, but "treasure in heaven". Also
note that Peter follows up the incident by claiming that, in contrast with the Rich
Young Man's refusal, the disciples had indeed left all. And yet even though their
reason for doing so was to follow Christ�not to obtain heavenly treasure-Christ
does not hesitate to reassure them of the reward they will receive for their
sacrifice. Evidently then, reward in these passages functions not as incentive for
action, but as an encouragement along the way8. Knowledge of promised reward
provides comfort in the midst of sacrifice.
Perhaps the image used earlier of a warrior in the line of battle has more
application than first realized. Surely no soldier sustains a wound for the
deliberate reason of receiving a purple cross, yet the assurance of recognition and
reward for bravery does serve a valid function of encouragement. In the same
6 Mathew's understanding of discipleship did not allow for the current popular understanding of
this passage, namely that suffering and persecution would be unusal expericences for believer's and therefore
only a particular subset of Christians would have the occasion to leap for joy. For Matthew, suffering was
assumed to be a universal condition of discipleship. In line with this, Blomberg maintains that the reward
referred to in the Sermon on the Mount represents nothing other than Heaven itself (Degrees, pg 166-167)
7 James MacDonald, "The Concept of Reward in the Teaching of Jesus," The Expositorv Times."
89 (June 1987): 270.
8 Johnann Heinz, "Luther's Doctrine ofWork and Reward," Andrews Universitv Press vol. 22 no
1 (spring 1984): 48 ff He developes this idea further, going so far as to say that reward serves that we may
enjoy the faith.
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way, Jesus used reward was as a source of encouragement to his followers during
hardships.9
But this falls far short of accounting for Jesus' entire teaching on reward in
regard to Christian conduct. Jesus also used reward to provide reason for
initiating, not just continuing, righteous behavior. In Mt. 6:10, the language of the
text seems to leave littie doubt about the matter: "Beware of practicing your piety
before men in order to be seen by them; for then you will have no reward from
your Father who is in heaven". Throughout the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus
repeatedly used the desire to gain heavenly reward as a means to motivate his
disciples. 10 Blaine Charette maintains that "it is clear that for Matthew, at least,
the promise of reward has validity as a motivation to proper conduct". ^ ^
An equally direct appeal to reward as motivation surfaces in Luke 14,
where Jesus teaches the disciples that the reason for entertaining guests who are
unable to retum the invitation, is that they "will be repaid at the resurrection of the
just". Many other texts could be cited; consider the following "Judge not, that
you be not judged"; "If you love those who love you, what reward have you?";
"Give and it will be given to you"^^ It is inescapable that Jesus uses reward as a
means to induce righteous behavior. Efforts to negate this fact do not treat his
sayings seriously, but instead "represent attempts to remove an element of Jesus'
teaching which is found to be awkward and annoying". 1^
9 J. Jeremias ignores this principle and even says that disciples are to completely detach
themselves from any thought of reward and to completely forget not only the reward promised but the good
deeds done as well. New Testament Theology (New Yoric": Charles Scribner's Sons, 1971) 216
10 Matthew 5:3, 8. 12, 20, 46; also 6:1, 3, 6 19
1 1 Blaine Charette, The theme of Recnmnense in Matthew's Gospel. (Sheffield England: Sheffield
Academic Press,1992), 99 ff
12 ML 7:1 ; Ml 5:46 ; Lu. 6:38
13 Charette, 99-100. [Persicely what is awkward and annoying about Jesus' use of reward is his
appeal to self-interest will be discussed fully in chapter two.]
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The Nature of Reward in Jesus' Teaching
So far we have recognized a two-fold aspect of the purpose of Reward in
Jesus' teaching. When combined with punishment. Reward served as a primary
reason for making the choice to follow Christ. After making that choice, reward
continued to operate in the sphere of Christian behavior, again in two distinct
ways. First, to motivate the Christian to initiate good works, and secondly as a
source of encouragement and comfort during the difficulties of sustaining those
works. The full implications of why Jesus used reward in these ways will be
discussed later. For now, attention must be turned to the nature of reward in
Jesus' thinking. As mentioned earlier, what Jesus meant by the word 'reward'
cannot be assumed to be identical to contemporary usage of the word. Careful
study of the passages uncovers three distinct characteristics of Jesus' conception
of reward: Reward as a reversal of earthly inequities; Reward as totally
disproportionate to the good deeds done to merit it, and Reward as fellowship /
communion with the Father and Son. 14
Reward as a Reversal of Earthly Circumstances
A primary aspect of Etemal Reward is the righting of earth's wrongs, that is,
a reversal of earthly inequities. Anyone reading the Beatitudes is impacted by the
notion of reversal which Jesus used to characterized the Kingdom of God The
poor in spirit inherit a kingdom, the hungry and thirsty are filled, the mouming
receive comfort. Nowhere is this reversal feature of Reward spelled out more
succinctly than in the reply Jesus puts in the mouth of Father Abraham when he
There is a sense in which Reward is afit or appropriate response to discipleship. This is the
doctrine of natural consequences and is treated in ch^t^ two under the discussion of intrinsic rewards.
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responds to the Rich Man in Hell: "In your lifetime you received your good things,
while Lazarus received bad things, but now he is comforted here and you are in
agony". 15 The first shall be last and the last shall be first. This notion will later
have very specific application to comprehending Christ's use of Reward.
So embedded is the principle of reversal in Jesus' understanding of reward
that it serves to define what types of acts will be rewarded. For the most part,
behaviors which result in present personal benefit are excluded from etemal
reward. Loving friends results in enjoying their reciprocated love. Therefore, such
love deserves no etemal reward. Jesus frames the issue in the form of a rhetorical
question: 'If you love those who love you, what reward have you?" --as if the fact
that present reward cancels out future reward is self-evident. 1^ Moreover, the
reason the disciples are told to carefully conceal deeds of piety such as fasting,
alms and prayer, is because receiving the temporal reward of recognition by men
makes those acts ineligible for etemal reward. The principle Jesus sets forth is
clear: present reward invalidates heavenly reward.
This principle impacts Christian discipleship profoundly. Lifestyles that go
unrewarded on earth seem to result in heavenly reward on the very basis of being
unrepayed here and now. The point, however, is not so earthly recompense per
se, the problem is acting out of desire for that benefit, rather than being motivated
by heavenly recompense. In addition to loving those who will not retum our love,
and having people to dinner who will not be able to invite us back, Jesus adds
lending to those who cannot repay the debt. The reason all these actions are
promised to be rewarded is that Etemal Reward involves a reversal. Faith in this




servant hood into the road to greatness; and it tums giving away one's
possessions to the poor, into a high-yield investment. 17
Reward as Disproportionality
A second aspect of Jesus' concept of Reward involves the principle of
disproportionaUty. Reward far exceeds the acts which merit it. The prospect of
mere compensation would not justify leaping for joy during persecution. Only the
hope of a reward that far exceeds current suffering validates such rejoicing, if one
believes he will be exceedingly more that merely compensated for such hardships.
In the parable of the talents, the faithful servants received not just greater funds to
be responsible for, but entire cities. 18
Reward so surpasses the deed done that an element of surprise frequently
surfaces in Jesus' teachings. In the parable of the sheep and the goats, the faithful
servants are surprised that they receive any reward at all. 19 The steward who
faithfully manages what is put under his charge is unexpectedly placed in control
of all the master's possessions. Returning to the parable of the Talents, when the
master commands that the lazy steward's talent be taken and given to the one
who had made ten, those standing by exclaim in surprise "Sir, he already has
ten!". The most profound example of disproportionality in Jesus' teaching about
Reward is obscured by the cross cultural aspect of reading the New Testament.
1^ Mt. 5:11-12; Lu. 6:28; Mk. 10:21; Lu. 22:26 The question of whether one can be wrongly
motivated by even etemal reward is discussed in chapter four.
18 Luke 19:17
1^ The argimient of some that this parable proves disciples are to be completly indifferent of
reward misses the point. The surprise of the faithful at being rewarded is not as important as their surprise
that the good deeds they had done to those in need were actually poformed for Christ, himself. C.S. Lewis
explains their surprise by viewing the parable as referring to those outside of the faith. The faithful who
recieve reward from Christ in the story never explicitly put their faith in him and are therefore suprised.
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We can only dimly comprehend how astonishing the response of the Householder
is toward the faithful servant of Luke 12. That a master would actually dress
himself as a servant, have his servants recline at the table and then wait on them
was unprecedented.
Such extravagant themes in Jesus' teaching on reward reappear in the
parable of the Vineyard Workers. Why should those workers who put in an hour's
time be given equal pay with those who had toiled hard all day long? This is so
disproportionate that one commentator refers to the story as "The Parable of the
Eccentric Employer".20 Yet Jesus does not intend to portray the Heavenly
Father as eccentric at all, rather, the point of the parable is that there is a valid
sense in which contractual logic "is incapable of comprehending the operation of
divine love".^!
Instead of an employer / employee model, the loving relationship of father
to child provides the key to understanding the disproportionality principle of
Etemal Reward. Hill correctly notes that in the Sermon on the Mount, "references
to God as the disciple's Father occur almost as frequently as references to
reward". Jesus makes the point even clearer when discussing the Father's
willingness to give the Holy Spirit to believers. If their earthly fathers give good
gifts to their own children, how much more will the Heavenly Father's generosity
exceed our deserts. While this particular passage does not refer to Reward, it
certainly teaches that God's response to his children is beyond their expectation.
Thus Reward is predicated upon the gracious heart of a loving Father in Heaven.
As H. Preisker puts it, Jesus transforms Reward by taking it out of "the sphere of
20 F.W. Bear, The Gospel According to Matthew. (New Yoric: Harper and Row,1981), 401.
21 Mac Donald, 270.
22 Charette, 99.
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law and calculation".23 G. De Ru points out that the tendency to equate a reward
to its action is due to man's limited resources. "Human justice has continually to
compare the merits of men with scrupulous exactoess because what it has to
distribute is so littie."24 Jesus demolishes record keeping and calculation by
basing Reward on God's infinite resources.
Reward as Relationship
Obviously, in a majority of the occurrences of Reward, Jesus employed the
term to designate etemal life. The Gospel of John is saturated with references to
etemal life as the result of following Christ. No less famous a verse than John 3:16
implies that etemal life stands as the grand purpose of all God's dealings with men.
Yet etemal life meant more than just life after death-even the damned continue to
exist, albeit in Hell. Etemal life carried the idea of not just living forever, but living
in Heaven. These two then, Etemal Life and Heaven, are very closely related and
serve to embody much of what Jesus meant when he spoke of Reward. In fact,
many understand the words of Jesus promising 'treasure in Heaven' and 'reward in
Heaven', to represent simply Heaven itself.25
However, determining that when Jesus taught about Reward he often had
in mind Heaven itself, solves very little. What does Heaven mean? More
specifically, what did Heaven mean to Jesus? Perhaps an indirect method of
answering the question would be to look at its opposite. In otiier words, to define
reward, determine the meaning of punishment and posit its reverse.
23 Preisker. in Kittle TlfJ^.T., 4, pg. 717. (quoted by MacDonalad pg 270)
24 G De Ru, "The Conception of Reward in the Teaching of Jesus," Nnvum Tgstamentum. no. 2-
4, vol 8 (1966), 209.
25 Filson. Floyd. A rnmmentarv nn the Gnsnel Arrording to Saint Matthew. (Peabody, Mass:
Hendrickson, 1987), 79. also Craig Blomberg, "Degrees of Reward in the Kingdom of Heaven." Joun>alof
FvanfTP.lical Thftnlnpical Societv 35, (Juned 1992) 167.
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No debate surrounds the fact that a fundamental aspect of punishment
involves separation. Father Abraham explains his inability to give any relief to the
Rich Man in torment because between Heaven and Hell there is a great gulf of
etemal separation. Over and over again, Jesus portrays punishment in terms of
being excluded. Words like "cut off; "thrown out"; "the door was shut"; and
"Depart from me" graphically illustrate the point that HeU means separation.26
So if punishment means being excluded, what must Heaven be? The
obvious answer is simply 'being included'; but included in what? A second look
at the same passages reveals that Heaven means being included in fellowship, and
further, this fellowship is not just with other humans, but with Jesus.
Relationship with Christ, then, is the basic characteristic of Etemal Reward.
He is the Bridegroom whom the Ten Virgins are waiting up all night to be with.
Lack of relationship is the reason Christ told the wicked to depart at the last
Judgment ("I never knew you"). Relationship is also the context of the Reward
offered the faithful stewards in the parable of the Talents: "Come, share your
Master's happiness". Jesus' encouragement to the twelve on the night of his
betrayal sheds additional light on this issue. The mansion with many rooms serves
only as a means to the goal of communion. The reason Jesus would go and
prepare a place for them is "That you also may be where I am". This theme of
Reward as relationship is further emphasized by the images of eating which Jesus
often used when referring to Heaven. In ancient near-eastem culture the act of
sharing a meal was not nearly as casual as it is in our society. Eating with
someone carried profound ramifications, it symbolized intimate friendship. In
reference to the repeated instances in John where Reward equals etemal life, Jesus
provides a very concise definition of etemal life in his prayer of chapter 17 :"Now
26 See ML 5:41, 30, 10; Lu.l3:28
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this is etemal life, that they may know you, the only tme God and Jesus Christ,
whom you have sent.
"27
Before moving to the concept of Reward as found in the writings of Paul, it
would be good to summarize Jesus' teaching on the subject. The function of
Reward includes both reason to become a disciple and subsequent motivation to
behave as a disciple. In regards to behavior. Reward served not only as
encouragement during hardship to sustain good deeds, but also as direct incentive
for instigating righteous acts. Three characteristics of the nature of Reward
emerge. Reward involves a reversal of earthly circumstances; Reward far
surpasses the good deeds for which it is promised; and Reward consists primarily
of increased relationship to Christ.
Paul and Reward
Reward occupies considerable space in the letters of the Apostle Paul.
Granted, it is not the trademark of his that justification by faith is, and one might
even contend that Reward figures somewhat less than Punishment, but Paul still
has much to say about Etemal Reward. Paul seasoned nearly every epistle he
wrote with the hope of being compensated in the next life for one's faith.28 The
statement by Olaf Moe, that Paul uses Etemal Reward as only an "auxiliary
motive" does not align with the bulk of space he allocated to this doctrine in his
letters.29 it is part and parcel of his message for believers.
Paul based his theology on the teaching of Jesus, and consequently Paul's
doctrine of Reward includes all the main features discussed so far. For instance,
27 For more on this see G. De Ru pg 217 ff
28 The one exception being Philemon
29 Olaf Moe, while doing a fair job of discussing Reward in Paul is unreasonable in this assertion
The Anostle Paul: His Message and Doctrine Tran. L.A. Vigness, (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1978) 411.
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many texts convey the idea of Reward as reversal. Such passages contrast
present suffering with the hope of future glory and promised rest for current
weariness in well-doing.^O In addition, Jesus' notion of disproportionality
regarding Reward also prevails in Paul. When attempting to compare Etemal
Reward to present suffering, in n Corinthians 4, Paul employs a double expression
which cannot be translated literally .3 1 Greek scholars offer such phrases as 'far
exceeding', 'out of all proportion' and 'preponderance'. The difficulty stems from
attempting to compare what is finite to what is infinite. This follows from the fact
that any hardship in serving Christ is temporary ("fleeting", "transient") whereas
the reward to be received is etemal. Reward as encouragement to continue in
good deeds is another theme common to Jesus and Paul. He unhesitatingly
employs reward as motivation to remain steadfast in discipleship. The Galatian
Christians are specifically encouraged to take hope in their awaiting reward: "let
us not grow weary in well-doing, for in due season we shall reap, if we do not lose
heart." Morris comments regarding 2 Thesssalonians 1:5-7; "relief is held out to
the suffering Thesssalonians as something that will strengthen their spirits".32
Noting these points of commonalty however, does not erase the significant
distinctives that exist between the teaching of Jesus and the writings of Paul in
the area of Etemal Reward. These differences do not imply tension or conflict
between the Gospels and the Epistles, instead they serve the more positive role of
highlighting individual characteristics of Reward. Paul pictures reward more in
legal and competitive terms, while the images Jesus uses emphasize a relational
30 2 Cor 4:17-18 and 2Thes. 1:6 Also see R. Bultman: "The contrast between the wretched
present and the blessed future is an idea conunon to Paul" pg 127.
31 C.K.BarretLThe Second Epistle to the Corinthians. (Peabody Mass. Hendtrickson, 1%81 147.
32 Leon Morris, The First and Second Episdes to the Thessalonians. The New IntOTiational
Conunentary on the New Testament, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), pg 200. see also Gal 6:9, Col.
3:23, Eph. 6:8 & Ro. 2:7
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orientation to Reward. Metaphors of Father/Son; Master/Servant; and
Bridegroom/Wedding Attendants which Jesus favored, give way in Paul's writings
to such scenes as a courtroom judgment seat or an athletic awards ceremony.
Out of these images surfaces the outstanding feature of Paul's concept of
Reward, namely the distinction between Heaven (or Etemal Life) itself as Reward
and degrees of further Reward based on one's service to God. Referred to as
'degrees of glory' or 'degrees of Etemal Reward', this idea carries the notion that
Christians in Heaven will somehow receive separate and differing rewards
according to the way they lived on earth. The idea emerges in several passages
where it appears that, in addition to Etemal life and salvation from Hell, Paul is
motivated by yet another, a further type of Reward.
The Apostle's anxiety for the effectiveness of his ministry is a prime example
of this. No less than five times he expresses concem that his efforts in making
converts not be futile.^^ The imagery employed strongly indicates Etemal
Reward fuels his concem in such passages. "Running in vain" of Galatians 2 (and
Phil. 2) clearly relates to Paul's frequent use of the athletic award ceremony. In 1
Thesssalonians he refers to the believers as his "crown of boasting before our Lord
Jesus at his coming" and also expresses great anxiety over how they were
progressing in the faith. Royd Filson framed the issue very well.
It is only when it is remembered that Paul anticipated future honor
or reward of some kind for his successful work that passages can be
understood where he expresses his great fear that he has labored in
vain.34
33 Gal. 2:2 & 4:1, Plul. 2:16, 1 Thes. 2:19 & 3:5
34noyd Filson, Saint Paul's Conception of Reconapense. (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs' SCHE, 1936),
pglll
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Yet certainly such passages do not imply that Paul's effective spreading of the
Gospel was the basis of his personal hope for salvation. That would amount to
nothing less than the Works Righteousness which he so fervently opposed. No,
there must be some separate form of Reward at issue in these passages~a type of
reward other than salvation itself.
The Corinthian conflict results in a vivid presentation of this truth. Paul,
ApoUos, Peter and others were being pitted against each other as rival leaders of
the Faith. In writing to correct this situation, Paul likens a person's ministry to a
building which is constructed upon the foundation of faith in Christ. He compares
the worthiness of one's life work to the durability of differing building materials --
straw, wood, hay, stones, precious stones, silver and gold. (The careful gradation
of such materials seems much more than incidental.) At Christ's coming, the test of
fire will determine the value of each person's work in Ufe. Whatever can survive
the fire will be rewarded. If it all goes up in flames, "he will suffer loss". Notice
that the building(lhe way one lives), and not foundation (faith in Christ), gets
put to the fiery test. Paul takes care to avoid being misunderstood on this issue. A
man's salvation does not depend on the results of the fiery test. Even if the fire
consumes all he has done, "himself will be saved, but only as one escaping through
the flames". And so Paul apparently teaches that whUe the faith one places in
salvation results in personal salvation, how one lives his life determines a second
type of Etemal Reward.
The idea of varying degrees of Etemal Reward re-surfaces in other Pauline
passages. As mentioned above, Paul's repeated concem about the effectiveness of
his ministry is difficult to explain in terms other than a specific reward (other than
Heaven itself) which he hoped to receive as a result of proclaiming the Gospel.-^^
35certainly, his love for Christ and for other people motivated Paul, but these specific verses
contain a concem about reward that exceeds such explanation.
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Also, while the contrast between reaping sparingly and reaping bountifully (II
Cor. 9:6) may indeed apply to the present life, the application clearly extends to
the next life as well, because the same metaphor explicitly represents etemal
reward in Gal. 6:8 ("He who sows to the Spirit will from the Spirit reap etemal
life").36 In a similar vein, generous giving on the part of the Phillipian believers
accmes some sort of benefit to their etemal ledger. Such an image of heavenly
record keeping of good deeds supports the idea of being judged according to
works, which in tum result in corresponding degrees of reward.37
Paul's whole conception of the Judgment becomes extremely problematic if
one rejects the idea of degrees. The tmth that reward, whether varied or not, will
be based on the deeds done in the body pervades Paul's letters. He repeatedly
depicts believers as appearing before Christ to be judged according to conduct.38
Now if the range of potential verdicts at the etemal judgment seat are only
twofold (simply Heaven or Hell), and if Justification is the gracious gift offered
through faith in Christ, then why does Paul emphasize being judged by
conduct?39
36 E.K. Simpson, and FJ. Buice: "While the sowing is done here, the reaping is hereafter" The
Epistles to the Ephesians and the Colossians. The New International Commentary on the New Testamrat,
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), 295.
37 It is wise to hear the warning of Barrett in this area "The idea of reward is certainly not absent
from Paul's thought, though the idea that men can put God in their debt is." Second Cor. 88. And yet the
question remains of whether service insures reward or not It does, but not in the sense of being eamed.
The cmainty ofReward rests on God's grace and his faithfulness.
38 Ro 2:6, 2 Cor 5:10, Eph 6:8-9, Col 3:23-25 R. Hanson remarks concerning 2 Cor 4 that
"Their behavior in this world is entirely cracial for their destiny in the next". The Second Epistoe to the
Cnrinthians. (London: S.M.C., 1954), 49.
39 Some argue against varying Reward by pointing out the idea is very hard to prove from Jesus'
teaching. In fact the parable of the Vineyardwoik^ is presented as proof that all redeemed are equal at the
Final Judgement Two responses to this line of thought are: (1) In regards to equality at the Judgement,
Jesus taught degrees of Etemal punishment even more explicitly than Paul presented degrees of Reward [See
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It is also interesting to note that a primary critique against those who deny
degrees of Reward is that they have too simplistic an idea of Heaven and Hell.'^O
Scripture assures us that all will receive just treatment before Christ at the Last
Judgment, yet the complexity of each person's circumstances during life logically
requires something other than a simple "pass / fail" outcome. Jesus implies this
when he warns the cities which rejected him that it will be "more tolerable" for
Sodom and Gomorrah on the day of judgment than for them.
Even those most vehemently opposed to degrees of Reward concede that
there will be degrees of punishment. They do not, however, agree that it is valid to
assume from Jesus' statements about Hell, that degrees apply to Heaven as well.^^
Further, Blomberg claims that the differences of each individual's unique
experience at the Judgment Seat do not persist for eternity, but affect only the
immediate context of the Parousia.''^^
Degrees of Reward are further indicated by Paul's use of competitive
language, particularly in 1 Corinthians 9. There, Paul presents the Christian as one
of many contestants running a race. All those in the race are believers, yet the
goal is not merely to participate in the race, nor even to finish the race, but
Ml 10:15, 11:22, ll:24,Lu.l2:47,20:17] and (2) in regards to the Vineyard LaborCTS, even if degrees of
Reward be true, the gift of Etemal Life is nonetheless so categorically different as to harmonize completely
with the point of the parable.
^ It will be discussed in chapter three that some see degrees ofReward as essential to Heaven in a
theoretical sense: that degrees and rank in heaven are in fact necessitated by the possiblity ofprogress th^
{G. De Ru, 219.) ; or that varying rewards are required by the notion of individual identity in Heaven
(Emma Disley ,''Degrees ofGory: Protestant Doctrine and the Concept ofRewards Hereafter," Joumal of
Theological Studies. 42 (April 1991): 104} One the other hand, qjponents of vaying degrees claim that if
Heaven is perfection, then the idea of degrees ofp^ection is a self-contradiction (Blomberg, 163) More on
these issues in Chapter 3.
^1 This debate will receive more detailed attention in chapter three.
^2 See Blomberg, 162-165. Yet surley his idea is pure speculation and finds not a shred of
support in the scriptures.
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figure heavily in the etemal outcome of one's earthly life, though salvation is
nevertheless a free gift of God. This 'weight of glory' which rests so heavily on
current conduct is both a powerful incentive and a sustaining comfort for
believers.
Hopefully this brief look at the place Etemal Reward occupies in the New
Testament sets the stage for the following investigation. Material presented in
this first chapter will be referred to time and again in the following pages.
Moreover, the discussion has served to demonstrate the importance of this
doctrine in the teaching of both Jesus and Paul. In light of such biblical
significance, the doctrine of Etemal Reward warrants renewed attention.
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ETHICAL CONCERNS WITH ETERNAL REWARDS
The doctrine of Etemal Rewards raises interesting questions from an ethical
and philosophical standpoint. Doing what is right for the sake of future personal
benefit targets the self-centered aspect of human nature. Given the heavy use
Jesus and Paul made of Reward as a motivating influence, one wonders about the
ethical implications of this doctrine. Christian philosophers have wresded with the
"baffling prominence" Jesus places on the reward his followers would receive. ^
Such concem results from the conflict between using personal benefit as a motive
and the high ethical standards put forth by the Gospel. Jesus' whole teaching on
self-sacrifice is full of phrases like taking up a cross, denying oneself, seeking first
the Kingdom of God, and obeying out of love. How can such themes exist along
side a motive of personal reward?
This tension is so great that many have attempted to resolve it by
unacceptable means. These writers do injustice to the scriptures by presuming
passages which emphasize Reward can not be taken at face value.^ They
perceive motivation by reward to be a crass concept�one that is beneath the
Gospel. This apjjroach is not only misguided, but unacceptable. Instead, "full
account must be taken of the fact that Jesus elected to use the concept of reward,
however paradoxically, as a part of his teaching"
The resort to explaining away the blunt references to reward by Jesus stems
from an embarrassment which misunderstands both God and human nature. This
misunderstanding affects more than academic circles: a vast sector of Christians at
1 1 Kirk, 145.
Representative of this group is R. Bultman: "Jesus promises reward to those who obey without
thought of reward." Jesus. 74. {Cited by Kirk. 146.}
3 Mac Donald, 272.
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large do not know how to deal with biblical promises of Reward. Uneasiness and
suspicion surround the occasional feelings of eager anticipation aroused by the
thought of personal compensation for discipleship. One immediately feels he
should repent of such selfish thoughts and instead strive to please God out of
sheer love and respect.
Much of the awkwardness felt over Etemal Reward traces back to the
Stoics. This ancient philosophy emphasized overcoming the flesh for the sake of
self-mastery itself.^ Their maxim, "Virtue is its own best reward", seems morally
superior to Jesus' and Paul's emphasis of future personal benefit.^ The supposed
loftiness of the Stoics, also extolled by Kant, warrants close scmtiny, and will be
retumed to later. First, an in-depth look at the morality of self-interest is in order.
After discussing motive and ethics, the tme philosophical implications of Etemal
Rewards will emerge.
Self Interest as Motive
Motives and morality are inseparable. The reason behind an action is often
considered as important as the act itself. Every legal system recognizes the
significant role motives play in affecting the moral quality of action. Jesus himself
focused on motive when denouncing the religious mlers of his day. Quoting from
the Old Testament, he highlighted the significance of motive in God's eyes: "These
people honor me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me". The emptiness of
good deeds done from a wrong motive prompted Jesus to criticize their selfishly
seeking "honor from men and reward from God for pious behavior" 6 Motives
Morton Enslin, The Ethics of Paul. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1956), 217.
5 Fi. Godet, The First Epistle to the Corintiiians. (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1971), vol ii, 349.
6 G. De Ru, 217.
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and intentions constitute as much of one's morality as the consequences of his
behavior (perhaps even more).
Generally understood, the term self-interest covers any motive which is
affected by what I can gain by my action. Is self-interest, then, at odds with
morality? Virtue usually implies subordinating personal advantage either for a
higher principle or for the good of others. When the factor of personal gain serves
as an incentive of an act, the virtue of that act is called into question And yet, if
we are painfully honest, most of our actions certainly result in some sort of
personal gain. On the other hand, is it rational for anyone to act if there is utterly
no aspect of personal gain in the action? Those known as ethical egoist answer it
is not, and further assert that self-interest motivates all human behavior. The
opposite opinion is held by the altruists who claim that disinterested behavior is
not only a reality, but can be defended rationally.
So the current investigation of the doctrine of Etemal Rewards must
consider the moral implications of self-interest. A brief review of the primary
positions will be followed by an in-depth look at an interesting argument for
altmism developed by Thomas Nagel. FinaUy, a more workable solution will be
offered, one that both acknowledges the presence of self-interest in human
behavior, and yet accounts for genuinely disinterested acts of compassion and
love.
No one framed the debate of self -interested vs. disinterested moral action
more decisively than Kant. He developed the concept of Duty as itself the highest
and only pure moral motivation. For Kant, nothing is good but a good will. 'Duty
for Duty's own sake' should be the universal goal. Only acts that are done apart
from (indeed, in opposition to) any natural inclination can be classified as moral.
Kant categorically rejects self-interest of the slightest degree. Personal gain does
not simply mitigate the moral worth of an action, but eliminates it.
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Kant's reasoning is not without its weaknesses. Consider his concept of
Duty as the Absolute Moral Imperative. Duty functions as the ultimate mandate
for action �the supreme command. But Baron Von Hugel has pointed out that
standards of morality could not be considered a set of commands "if they did not
conjoin with their rule consequences of a priori appropriateness, and hence if
they did not carry with them promises and threats"J Note that in Kant's
morality, one who fails to follow Duty suffers intemal humiliation. Recollection of
such humiliation functions as the threat which Von Hugel refers to. Yet this
invariably introduces an element of self-interest, to the concept of Absolute Moral
Imperative. When the desire to avoid (or alleviate) self humiliation motivates one
to do his Duty, is he not acting at least partly out of self-interest?
Egoism and Hedonism
On the opposite end of the spectmm from Kant are the Egoists. They
maintain that all action is motivated solely by self-interest. No exceptions exist to
this mle. Desire for personal gain accounts for the behavior of humans. Ethical
egoists grant that in some cases the benefit received may be only the personal
satisfaction derived from performing acts of kindness. But that does not deny that
actions invariably result in some sort of personal gratification, (or minimization of
displeasure) no matter how subtie or abstract.
Hedonism takes the baton from Egoism and mns with it. In Hedonism, not
only is pleasure the motivation of all behavior, it is also the highest possible end.
Maximization of pleasure serves as the criterion for evaluating the moral value of
actions. Hedonism outstrips Egoism in its unabashed dedication to personal
''Baron Friedrich Von Hugel, The Mvstical Element of Religinn, (New York: EP. Dutton And
Co, 1908), 178.
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pleasure. Egoism would instead claim that the proper aim of man's actions should
be his 'good'. This concept of good involves much more than physical pleasure.
The hard part for both egoism and hedonism comes in constructing a
credible system of ethics. No one wants to endorse a philosophy where everyone
pursues their own good with no regard for others. Hedonism's efforts to combine
selfishness with virtue fail miserably. A hierarchy of pleasures is put forward in
which the pleasure of sympathy stands superior to others. Yet as Carritt
insightfully observes, the implied superiority is "not one of degree, but of kind".
He goes on to describe the resulting inconsistency.
To say that the only possible motive is desire for pleasure, but that
superior pleasures are or should be (and therefore can be) chosen
instead of greater ones, is no better that to say "I care for nothing but
money, but it must be honestly come by".^
Such a person will inevitably be faced with the opportunity of getting money
dishonestly. Either he will chose the money, in which case he does not value
honesty, or he will reject the money and contradict his claim that he cares for
nothing but money. Thus Hedonism can offer no valid foundation for an
acceptable system of ethics.^
Now consider Egoism's system of ethics. Egoism attempts to resolve the
problem of basing all behavior on selfishness by claiming that working for the
good of Society can indeed be justified on the basis of self-interest alone. One's
personal good is increased if Society functions well. Thus it serves ones own best
interest to promote a well ordered Society. So far so good, but the egoist's
explanation is acceptable only as long as one can promote the good of Society,
and his own good simultaneously. What about the cases when one's personal
EP. Carritt, The Theory of Morals. (London: Oxford University Press, 1928), 21.
It is in fact very debatable if one could practice Hedonism with total consistency
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good must suffer in order to seek the good of Society? Can Egoism account for
heroism and self-sacrifice?
Here the egoist has to resort to some fancy footwork. For example,
Sidgwick tries to make the transition from considering the good of the individual
to considering the 'Good of the Whole'. 10 if maximizing one person's good is an
appropriate motivation for action, then maximizing the good of the corporate
community is also rational. Sidgwick's maneuver is clever, but not convincing.
What reason does any specific individual have for denying his personal good for
the Good of the Whole? Sidgwick claims that "the good of any one individual is
of no more importance, from the point of view (if I may say so) of the Universe,
than the good of any other".! 1 Su^h reasoning lacks coherency. An individual is
not the Universe. (Unless of course Sidgwick is anticipating Shirley McClain!)
Why should an individual be expected to govern his actions according to any
point of view that is not his own? So the problem still remains; Egoism (like
Hedonism) fails to give a persuasive reason for a person to place the needs of
another above his own.
I call this attempt of Egoism to make self-sacrifice rational, 'collectivizing
humanity'. Each one is to count as one. Since pleasure is the primary objective, it
should be sought universally for (not just by) all people. D. F. Carritt refutes this
argument, claiming the flaw in Egoism's logic is its shift from my own pleasure to
that of others. Egoism, "under the innocent guise of arithmetic, introduces another
ground for action besides pleasure, namely, justice." The gulf between working
for my own good to working the good of all, cannot be bridged by some slight of
1 0 Henry Sidgwick, "The Methods of Ethics" 1907 in Ediics. ed. Peter Singer (Oxford




hand verbiage. The egoist needs to produce the motive of personal benefit that
prompts me to desire another's good. Even more troubling for the egoist is the
jump to actually sacrificing my personal good in favor of others. Carritt
characterizes this leap as demanding that "since I care for nothing but eating I
should stint myself to feed the poor".13
It is also worth noting that the ethical hedonist cannot logically promote his
doctrine. 1^ If he claims that the only reason for action is to obtain maximum
pleasure, why would he encourage someone else to do the same? His neighbors'
becoming a hedonist contributes nothing to the personal pleasure of the first
hedonist. How could it when caring about his neighbor violates the principle of
caring about nothing other than personal pleasure? What is more, it is quite likely
that promoting hedonism may even detract from his own pleasure by way of the
competition resulting from yet more hedonists.
So much for the weaknesses of Hedonism and Egoism as ethical
foundations. The claim that all actions are motivated by self-interest produces an
unacceptable system of human morality. But what about the case for Altruism?
Can it offer a more satisfying explanation of human action�one that does not rest
on personal benefit? A contemporary argument for Altruism presented by Thomas
Nagel will be considered in some detail. 1^
Nagel's Altruism
1 3 EP. Carritt, The Theory of Morals (Oxford Uniyersity Press, 1928), 20.
I'^Brian Medlin, "Ultimate Principles and Ethical Egoism" in Morality and Rational Self-Interest
ed. by David P. Gauthier (Englewood Ciffs, New Jersey: Printice-Hall, 1970) 57.
15 Thomas Nagel, The Possibility of Altruism. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970).
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By way of an initial overview, let it be said that Nagel has set out to make
the case for altruism as a primary motivation. By primary, he does not mean that it
is preeminent, but simply that there is a type of altruistic behavior that does not
depend on other reasons or desires; such as hidden self-interests or sympathy.
This type of direct altruistic motivation stems from acknowledging that what is a
valued circumstance for me can be extended to others by objectively
acknowledging that I am a person among others who are my equals. His point of
view is that the Egoist's concept of all actions being motivated by desires is
mistaken. The source of the error is that while all action is accompanied by desire,
frequently the motivation is not that desire, but a deeper reason.
The largest factor in Nagel's success is that he openly states the narrow
limits of what he hopes to accomplish This is seen in the very title he has selected.
Nagle deliberately used 'Possibility of Altruism' to indicate that he is not trying to
show that true altruism is frequently the reason behind benevolent actions.
Rather, his purpose is only to demonstrate the possibility of truly altruistic
behavior, regardless of its rarity.
Nagel uses the concept of Prudence (acting upon what will be best for my
future) as a test case for his logic in defending Altruism (acting on what might be
best for someone else). At the core of each of the arguments is the concept of
selfhood. In the case of Prudence, only when I see myself as extended across time
will I be motivated to act prudently. If it is not the same me that will enjoy the
future, then there is no valid reason for any effort on my part to secure my benefit
in that future.
Further (and even more to his point) the present must be seen as an equal
among other periods of time. If the future is any less real than the now, I will be
unmotivated to act on the basis of what it could hold. Nagel argues that prudence
demands I view the future and the now as a detached bystander, weighing the
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value of each in the light of their temporal equality. Here he employs the term
tenselessness'. For instance, "I would like to lose 20 pounds by next summer"
should be re-worded to "It is a good thing for me to be 20 pounds lighter." He
concludes that prudential reasons are more than simply desires about the future,
but objectively based reasons regarding what is valued "tenselessly" (not only for
the present, but universally).
After a trial run of his logic on the concept of Prudence, Nagel is ready to
try it out on issue of Altruism. 16 The first step is the process of objectifying
reasons: requiring that they be carefully stated. For example, it is not just that /
want to further my education, but rather that the furthering of one's education is a
valued circumstance. Reasons must be stated in an impersonal way that would
apply to all persons. This de-personalizing of a reason for action was paralleled in
the Prudence argument. Tenselessly phrasing desired situations set the stage for
seeing them equally valid for the future as they are for the now. In the same way,
objectifying motives establishes a third-person type perspective in which they are
as valid for someone else as they are for me.
The next step is to see myself as simply one person among equals. If there
is reason for me to secure a certain good for myself; and if I am only one individual
among equals �then there is reason for me to promote that good for another. In
fact, selfish and cruel behavior is possible only by a suppression of the awareness
that the victim is fundamentally no different than I. When I consider myself as
simply one of other selves who are equal to me, then pure and direct altruism
becomes a possibility. Thus Nagel powerfully presents a the case for the
1^ It is interesting that the fundamental structure ofNagel's argument was anticipated by A.E.
Taylor in The. Problem of Conduct. (1901) Taylor even used die same strategy of arguing from prudence to
altruism, "it is really no more paradoxical that I should anticipate with pleasure some event which is not to
form part of my own direct experience, than it is that I shouild find pleasure in the anticipation at twenty of
myself at eighty." 336.
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possibility of altruism on purely rational terms, without any mention of a divine
creator.
Nagel's theory is problematic in spite of his impressive presentation. First of
all, in reference to the de-personalizing of reasons for action, how is his logic all
that different from Sidgwick's 'Good on the Whole'? Does he do any better job
justifying the move from considering my own good to desiring the good of
others? He offers no argument to support the requirement that I view others as
equal to myself. Nagel claims to have relied on purely self-evident principles, but it
is far from self-evident that I should rank my own good as not one bit less
important than the good of others. His talk of objectifying motives into "universal
reasons for action" is no different from Sidgwick's "from the perspective of the
Universe".
Besides all this, the Egoists would not be at all convinced by Nagel's brief
dispatching of their claim that desires are the only motivations for action. His
claim that the presence of desires in all motivation accounts for their being
mistaken for reasons is just that~a statement. He offers no supporting argument.
Nagel gives far too little attention to developing and defending this crucial
assumption.
A More Promising Approach
So then, it appears that both Egoism and Altruism argue for acting for the
good of others using essentially the same logic. I am only one among equals.
Equality with those others makes my acting for their good reasonable. Egoism
claims benevolent acts are always self-interested and can be justified on that basis.
And altruism wants to say acts can be motivated by purely rational analysis of the
equality of others with myself (which seems to be thinly disguised sympathy).
Egoism is too extreme in insisting that all behavior stems from self-interest. But
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Altruism is unacceptable when it denies the personal gratification that comes from
virtually all behavior. There must be a way of understanding disinterestedness
that accounts for the presence of personal benefit and yet allows for genuine
benevolence.
Perhaps a clue to resolving the dilemma lies in scrutinizing fundamental
presuppositions. In this regard, analyzing the definition of basic terms reveals
much. The problem lies in beginning with the common notion of selfishness and
then adopting a meaning of disinterestedness that is its precise opposite. This
results in a concept of disinterestedness that is unyielding and hypothetical.
Therein lies the heart of the issue. Such a definition is an unworkable abstraction.
It makes disinterested action a theoretical impossibility How can I possibly
perform an act without being 'interested' in achieving what I have set out to do?
If I had not been interested in its outcome, why would I ever have undertaken it?
It looks like the cards have been stacked in favor of the Egoist from the outset.
Just because selfishness entails preoccupation with personal gain, it does
not follow that disinterestedness is its direct opposite, namely absolute freedom
from any trace of personal benefit. Instead of framing selfishness in terms of my
inappropriate regard for self, why not think of it as "lack of due regard for the
well-being of others"? Then disinterestedness would simply mean "the payment
of due regard to the well-being of others". 1 7. This alternative approach offers
much to commend it. It avoids the 'all or none' dilemma. An act of mine can be
disinterested and yet result in personal benefit at the same time. The presence of
pleasure no longer renders an act selfish. When I get joy from doing good things
for my children, it does not mean I acted from self-interest.
At the same time, this understanding of selfish / unselfish behavior gives a
more accurate description of actions which are otherwise hard to classify. There is
17k.E. Krik. The Vision of God (London: Longmans Green and Co., 1937) 553.
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a sort of seemingly benevolent behavior which involves anything but due regard
for others. Take the self-righteous person who gives to charity in a way that
destroys the dignity of the recipient. Consider also that class of compassion that is
actually more concerned with its own reputation of righteousness than with
meeting the needs of others. No wonder Jesus rejected the empty acts of
benevolence by the Pharisees.
Jonah provides an interesting case study in this regard. His actions resulted
in saving the lives of the entire metropolis of Ninevah~a seemingly virtuous act if
ever there was one. He received no personal benefit from his action, yet God
knew his utter disregard for the well-being of the Ninevites. God chastised Jonah
by showing him that he was more concerned about the death of a shade-
providing vine than he was about the thousands of lives just spared. Thus, the
apparent disinterestedness of his behavior did not mean he acted virtuously,
rather, his failure to show due regard for the well-fare of others rendered it
undeserving of moral praise.
Extrinsic Vs Intrinsic Motivations
Another essential discussion in the attempt to establish the moral value of
self-interested behavior involves the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic
reward. At issue is the nature of the relationship between an action and the
resulting benefit. It is one thing to study philosophy in order to fulfill an academic
requirement. It is quite another to do so out the sheer love of the subject, matter.
For the former, the reward is extrinsic, unrelated to the behavior other than as
means to an end. For the latter, the reward is intrinsic, essentially connected with
the behavior itself. A classic illustration of intrinsic vs. extrinsic reward is found in
Stephen Evans' essay "Could Divine Rewards Provide a Reason to Be Moral?":
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Think of the contrast between a young man who truly loves a
woman and gains pleasure from pleasing her and a man who hopes
to make his fortune by marrying the daughter of a rich family. 18
The implications of this distinction for defending the moral virtue of self-
interested behavior are obvious. For the extrinsically motivated person, the
behavior is no more than a means to an end. However, the intrinsically motivated
person is equally motivated by the satisfaction inherent in the behavior as by the
resulting benefit. Thus Evans concludes that "Reward which is intrinsic or
intemal to moral action in no way takes away from the merit of the action" 19
Personal pleasure resulting from one's behavior does not make such action
selfishly motivated.
This principal is substantiated in practical relationships. Suppose a husband
and wife are genuinely in love. The woman would much rather her husband find
pleasure in spending an evening together shopping, than for him to do it
begmdgingly. It does not occur to her to criticize him as selfish when he suggests
going to the mall on the basis that he too, might have begun to enjoy shopping.
In fact the very effort of learning to enjoy a spouse's hobbies is considered an act
of putting their interests ahead of one's own. Consider how differentiy the case
would be if the husband's motive for spending time with his wife was extrinsic-
say, to get her to give him the weekend free to go fishing. Such an act would
definitely lack virtue. In contrast, the experience of intrinsic reward does not
compromise the moral purity of his action.
1 ^Stephen C. Evans, "Could Divine Rewards Provide a Reason to be Moral?" in The reality of
rhristian Learning, ed. Harold Heie (St. Paul Minnesota: Christian University Press, Eerdmanns, 1987),
296
l^Stephen C. Evans, "Could Divine Rewards Provide a Reason to be Moral?" in The reality of
("^ristian Learning, ed. Harold Heie (St. Paul Minnesota: Christian University Press, Eerdmanns, 1987),
296
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And so a middle-ground position emerges tiiat promises better things than
the unyeildingly self-centered verdict of the Egoist or the unrealistically
disinterested account of the Altruist. That new mediated position allows for
personal benefit in nearly all motivation, yet also endorses genuine unselfishness.
This path is navigated by keying on the two fundamental standards of due regard
for others and intrinsic personal benefit.
The Stoics and Kant Critiqued
We are moving closer to a position fi-om which we can analyze the doctrine
of Etemal Rewards with respect to ethical motivation. At the very outset the issue
of primary religious motivation comes to question. Why do Christians believe in
and serve God? Aren't their motives essentially as selfish as those who do not?
Here is where we must retum to the grand ideal of the Stoics: "Virtue for virtue's
sake" (later championed by the Kant under the idea of "Duty"). How does
Christianity answer the charge that its emphasis on punishment and reward as
motives for righteousness falls ethically below such standards?
It was stated at the beginning of this chapter that attempts to discount the
New Testament's stress on reward and punishment stem from embarrassment
rooted a misunderstanding of both God and human nature. The second of these
two misunderstandings pertains to the present discussion (the first will be
addressed in the discussion of the following chapter on Theology and Etemal
Reward).
The picture of human nature presented by the Bible accentuates not man's
attributes, but his cormption. To be sure, scripture pays immense tribute to the
magnificence of human nature by asserting God created mankind in His own
image. However, page after page of the sacred text highlights the extent to which
that image has been marred. Pride stands as the fundamental characteristic of
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human depravity. Pride precipitated the Fall, pride perpetuates sin, and pride
prevents reconciliation. John Wesley rightiy observed that original sin is the
essential distinctive between Christianity and other world religions".20 xhis
identification of pride as the root of man's sin explains the relentless way the
Gospels and Paul emphasize man's need for humility.
Keeping this scriptural perspective in mind, , we now take another
penetrating look at Stoic and Kantian ideal of pursuing Virtue / Duty for its own
sake alone. If such a standard were indeed possible for people-not necessarily to
attain virtue, but to simply pursue it for its own sake-that very possibility would
conflict with the entire biblical theme of man's sinfulness and his desperate need of
salvation. It further becomes clear that the challenge of "Virtue for virtue's sake"
opposes the Christian verdict of human nature by attributing to mankind the
amazing ability to be completely selfless. Such an ability would approach the
character of the divine.^l Yet how is such a claim really any different than a
boast? And as such, it becomes clear that what underlies the Stoic / Kantian ideal
is none other than pride itself. Their 'ultimate standard' views the need of
secondary reward as beneath its dignity. This point is accurately identified by G.
De Ru: "Behind this seeming disinterestedness and self-denial lurks the old lying
pride that will not admit man's dependence as a creature but will have us like God,
who has need of no one".^^
This exaggerated and unbiblical assessment of human nature accounts for
much of the perpetual uneasiness Christians feel toward the doctrine of Etemal
20 John Wesely, "Original Sin," Sermon # xliv Fiftv-Two Standard Sermons. (Salem, Ohio:
Schmul and Co.), 455 fif
21 The Christian Mystics did claim that man could attain Perfect Love, but many of them insisted
such moral perfection was the gift of God and beyond man's natural capasity. This issue is treated at more
fully in chapter three.
22g. DeRu. 222.
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Reward. The remedy lies not in an attempt to make the Gospel look equal to the
Stoics and Kant by explaining away the references to consequences as
motivation; nor in an ashamed renouncing of personal excitement over the
thriUing images Jesus presents of being individually rewarded. No, the solution
lies in embracing what the Bible has to say about man's depravity. In commenting
on the reward passages in the Sermon on the Mount, Beare notes:
To do our duty with out any thought of reward is a noble thought,
it may be, but does it rest upon a notion of individual moral
autonomy which is incompatible with the nature of a servant of
God?23
Thus Christianity's reply to the charge that its emphasis on punishment and
reward stands morally inferior to the Stoics and Kant, is point out the egocentricity
hidden in pursuing Virtue / Duty for its own sake. Granted, it may sound noble
and lofty, but under the surface lurks pride. For while Kant and the Stoics appear
ethically superior, they err fatally in their understanding of human nature.
Ethical Examination of Etemal Reward
In light of the pride hidden in the aspiration for completely disinterested
action, combined with the fallacy of Egoism's determined pronouncement that any
hint of personal benefit renders an act fundamentally selfish, and at the same time
keeping in mind the failure of Altmism to account for the self-interest present in
virtually all motivation, we are finally prepared to see how Etemal Reward fares
under proper ethical scmtiny. This scmtiny will follow the middle-ground criteria
for ethical motivation derived earlier, namely, that in spite of the potential of
personal benefit, an act is tmly virtuous if; (1) it demonstrates due regard for the
well being of others and (2) the benefit received by the acting agent is intrinsic to
23 F.W. Bear The Gospel According To Matthew (New York: Harper and Row, 1981), 166.
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the act itself. These two features will serve as criteria for evaluating the ethical
status of Etemal Reward.
The Test of Promoting Regard for Others
The task of determining whether Etemal Reward promotes due regard for
the welfare of others is complex. Outward behavior is an unreliable indicator of
inner motives. The danger of mistaking good works with tme regard for others
poses a specific problem. Jonah's preaching to the Ninevites has already been
cited as a case where benevolent action was void of benevolent motive. Jesus
forever engraved this principle upon the Christian doctrine of Etemal Reward by
his repeated condemnation of the Pharisees' apparently disinterested acts of
giving to the poor. Note his insightful appraisal: "Everything they do is done for
men to see",24 Christ identified their lack of concem for others as a primary issue
in their moral bankmptcy.
However, while virtuous motive cannot be guaranteed by outward
behavior, we can at least expect a system of reward to encourage benevolence by
the types of behavior it selects to reward. In other words, good actions may not
be necessarily mean good intention, but nothing less than good acts should be
rewarded. In this regard the New Testament teaching on Reward falls second to
none: caring for the poor, foregoing the instinct to repay evil with evil, lending
with no hope of repayment, loving one's enemies. In addition to these outward
behaviors, Jesus set an even more exacting standard of ethics in the Sermon on the
Mount by establishing intentions of the heart as paramount in God's moral
economy. Faithfulness to one's wife, for example, remains empty of ethical value if
that outward physical restraint is not connected to a pure thought life. Thus the
Christian doctrine of Etemal Reward successfully meets the first aspect of
24 Matthew 23:51
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promoting due regard for the well being of others by offering reward for actions
that are truly benevolent.
As an ethical yardstick by which a system of reward should be measured,
promoting regard for others has a second component, namely the nature of the
benefits offered. Does the system under question reward benevolent acts in ways
that encourages the recipient toward greater selflessness? Suppose a father is
attempting to build character in his child by offering to reward acts of kindness.
Can his choice of rewards be such that they themselves provide further incentive?
A cookie gives personal pleasure for the individual, but a game of some sort might
provide the impetus for further kindness by offering the opportunity to ask others
to play along and then treating them well during the game.
Do the rewards offered by Christianity satisfy the test of promoting due
regard for others in this way? As noted in the previous chapter, the dominant
characteristic of Etemal Reward in the Testament is the idea of fellowship and
communion. Primarily this fellowship is with God, but the repeated use of social
celebrations (especially weddings and feasts) also implies fellowship with other
humans. In promising communal type blessings as Reward, the Christian faith
does tend to promote due regard for others. Such rewards encourage further
fellowship and provide additional opportunity for good-will.
A second, less significant characteristic of Reward found in the Bible is
responsibility. The faithful steward is rewarded with greater responsibility. How
does this apply to the ethical test of promoting further benevolence? Luke 12
reveals that the guilt of the unfaithful steward resulted from treating those under
his care unkindly. We thus conclude that faithfulness consists of the opposite,
namely, compassionate exercise of the steward's authority over others. This
charitable exercise of authority is rewarded with an enlarged scope of
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responsibility. Once again, Jesus rewards behavior in such a way as to provide
opportunity for further benevolence.
This inquiry into the nature of rewards promised in scripture, and more
specifically, whether they promote further virtue, causes one the consider if any of
those rewards condone human selfishness. Here a profound aspect of Etemal
Reward found in the New Testament that has not yet been addressed, surfaces. It
is the aspect of Reward as glory. While the notion of glory eludes tight definition,
it conveys on one hand honor, praise or commendation; and on the other hand, a
general sense of radiance.25 Neither of these ideas appears to score very highly
on the test of promoting further acts of virtue. C.S. Lewis discusses this apparent
conflict in his essay, "The Weight of Glory":
Glory suggests two ideas to me, of which one seems wicked and the
other ridiculous. Either glory means to me fame, or it means
luminosity. As for the first, since to be famous means to be better
known than other people, the desire for fame appears to me as a
competitive passion and therefore of hell rather than heaven . As for
the second, who wishes to become a sort of living electric light
bulb?26
Lewis forges a solution to the dilemma by presenting glory as a kind of
honor and approval from God that does not create pride, but is more like the
pleasure and radiance of a child who has pleased its parent. This pleasure in
recognition avoids all contamination by pride due to its utter focus on the parent's
approval. No thought of being noticed by others enters in because, to the child,
the approval of the parent is all that matters in the world. So purity of the glory
Ro.2:7, 2:8, 8:18, 1 Cor.4:5, 2 Cor 4:17, 2 Tim. 5:10, 1 Pet.5:4
C.S. Lewis, "The Weight of Glory," Theology. 43, no. 257, (Noy. 1941): 268.
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promised by the Gospel comes from indifference toward the opinions of men and
absolute devotion to pleasing the Heavenly Father.
Competition also disappears from the scene. There is no shortage of the
Father's approval, so no rationing takes place of the sort that approval granted one
individual is thereby denied another. A soul who glorys in pleasing God rejoices
in His approval of itself and feels no jealousy over approval extended to another.
Nor does the soul find any twisted pleasure in God's disapproval toward others.
Both pride and competition are eliminated because there is not present any
concem other than receiving the Master's acceptance. In fact, the main obstacle
to experiencing this kind of glory stems from regard for the opinions of others.27
Seeking current glory disqualifies one for future glory. Only by abandoning the
significance of being recognized by others can one ever experience the tmly
glorious joy of pleasing God. When approval from God is the only thing that
matters, then receiving that approval is glory that defies description:
To please God ... to be a real ingredient in the divine happiness . . .
to be loved by God, not merely pitied, but delighted in as an artist
delights in his work or a father in a son�it seems impossible, a
weight or burden of glory which our thoughts can hardly
sustain.28
This conception of glory proves to be ethically responsible. It promotes
selflessness by deriving its blessedness from the approval of one's creator. Also, it
eliminates pride and competition by making that approval the believer's solitary
concem
2'^ No wonder Jesus repeatedly exposed this fault in the religious leaders of his day. As mentioned
before, he summarized their desire for esteem in the eyes of others as themotivation behind all they did. In
another place Jesus identified valuing man's praise and disregarding God's ^proval as a primary obstacle to
discipleship.(John 5:44)
28 Lewis, "Weight ofGlory", 270.
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But does this glory pass the test of being a reward which promotes further
virtue? It does, but in a differing sense than which reward as communion and
reward as responsibility encourage benevolence. Fellowship and authority are
rewards the believer experiences; glory is more properly something a believer
becomes. And so we move to the next major question in our inspection of the
ethical merits of Etemal Rewards: Is the benefit received by the acting agent
intrinsic to the act itself?
Before considering this second main question in our examination of the
ethical value of the Doctrine of Etemal Reward, it is appropriate to summarize our
findings so far. The first criterion, that of demonstrating due regard for the well
being of others, is satisfied by Christianity in two ways: it rewards only those
behaviors of highest moral value and it compensates those behaviors in ways that
promote further virtue by offering rewards of communion/fellowship, greater
responsibility, and the glory of pleasing one's Creator.
The Test of Intrinsic or Extrinsic motivation
The task of determining whether Reward in the New Testament is intrinsic
or extrinsic requires deeper discussion of these two categories. At the heart of the
issue is the relationship between an act and the benefit received. Rewards that are
intrinsic are essentially and naturally related to the behavior.29 Lewis states
that intrinsic rewards are "not simply tacked on to the activity for which they are
given, but are the activity itself in consummation".^0 Thus the analogy of the man
who marries out of love versus the man who marries to gain a fortune.
The features of Christian Reward mentioned so far comply with this
requirement. Fellowship, responsibility and glory are all logical results of a life of
29 Evans, 296 ff . and Lewis, "Weight ofGlory", 263 ff
30 Lewis, "Weight ofGlory", 264.
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Christian discipleship. We are reminded once more that Jesus was intolerant of
treating good deeds as merely a means to an end. Baron Von Hugel comments on
the blessings promised in the Beatitudes (such as the merciful receiving mercy)
that "the reward is the deed's congenital equivalent".
The intrinsic relationship between conduct and benefit in the case Etemal
Rewards gains even firmer footing when one remembers the essential
characteristic of Christian discipleship is love. This love is not a feeling, nor an
emotion, but a way of behaving toward others that places their needs or desires on
an equal (or higher) level with one's own. What is more, if Heaven's primary
feature is fellowship with God, and if God is love, then Heaven surely functions as
an intrinsic reward. In fact, when Heaven is equated with God himself. Reward
becomes the consummation of one's life of obedience to God, for a believer who
enjoys fellowship with God experiences a measure of Heaven during this
lifetime.32
Viewing Etemal Reward in this less compartmentalized way offers some
advantages. Our focus on the individual components of Reward (fellowship,
responsibility and glory) obscures an aspect of Reward that emerges when it is
understood as Heaven itself. When seen in its totality, there is a sense in which
Reward is a natural consequence of following Christ. A man who eats well and
exercises develops a good physique. In the same way, the Christian becomes a
particular sort of person as a result of obeying the Gospel. That change in the
kind of person one becomes, determines his etemal destiny. This idea dominates
the theology of C.S. Lewis: "Every time you make a choice you are tuming the
31 Von Hugel, 154.
32 Evans states the same thing with out focusing on present and personal fellowship with God:
"Heaven, understood as the enjoyment ofGod's presence, is already experienced when an individual takes joy
in goodness. The ground of this is the believer's conviction that God and righteousness are not
contingently connected. God is love." pg. 299.
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central part of you, the part of you that chooses, into something a little different
from what it was before." In one sense Heaven is no longer a reward, it is a
result. The natural consequence of a life of discipleship is the development of
moral character which enables one to experience God.
A critic might argue that Etemal Reward still employs extrinsic motivation
when Jesus taught the disciples to forgive others so that they would be forgiven
by God. The issue then becomes whether offering and receiving forgiveness are
vitally connected. One might respond that only those who consistently chose to
forgive when mistreated by others can experience the forgiveness of God. F.F.
Bmce seems to share this opinion, for in commenting on Ro. 8:18 he writes that
there is "an organic relationship between the suffering experienced and the glory
to be revealed: the latter grows out of the former" .34 Thus the case becomes
quite clear that the Reward offered by the New Testament qualifies as intrinsic.
We can now conclude that Etemal Reward passes ethical scmtiny. It
promotes due regard for others, and it offers benefits that are intrinsic. Christianity
does not pretend that man can achieve the moral autonomy of purely selfless
virtue (at least not by his own effort). Etemal Reward acknowledges the need to
appeal to personal interest, yet corrects and disciplines selfish interest by the types
of behavior it rewards and the way in which it rewards them. Thus Reward uses
interested motivation in an ethically satisfactory manner. We tum attention now
to the theological issues raised by the doctrine of Etemal Reward.
33 C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity.J^Jew Yoric, Collier, 1960. 68. Lewis would say the same for
Hell. "All those in heU chose it" The Great Divorse. New York": Colleir, 1946, 72.
34 F.F. Bruce, Romans. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1985), 159. See also Von Hugel "The reward
appears as an effect organically connected with the deed, as its cause or condition" pg. 155. Evans goes too
far when he says that "God can and ought to reward the just with heaven because they are the only ones who
can enjoy heaven. To an immoral person God's presence would be torture" pg 298.
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A THEOLOGY OF ETERNAL REWARDS
The debate over how personal benefit affects the moral nature of an act
received considerable attention in the last chapter. Such discussion dealt with the
idea of Reward from an philosophical standpoint, with particular attention to
ethical concems. However, we must now inquire into the theological implications
of reward and self-interest. From a religious standpoint, motivation by Reward
raises several questions. Some of these questions have direct relationship to the
secular issues of chapter two. For example, the controversy over Pure Love
(carried on by the mystics) bares many similarities to the Egoism / Altmism debate.
Likewise, we will again find the nature of man to be a central point in this debate.
And though already discussed from a biblical standpoint, the notion of varying
degrees of Reward resurfaces in the following theological investigation. Other
theological concems have only been hinted at in previous pages. Therefore, we
will conclude this chapter with a fuller treatment of the implications of Etemal
Reward on the nature of God, and of the tension between Justification by Faith
and Reward according to Works,
Throughout this chapter, the connection between these separate issues may
at times appear to be remote. However, in the chapter four the findings of the
entire study will be synthesized and then finally applied to daily discipleship
The Pure Love Controversy
The initial setting for our investigation is a controversy which began in the
Middle Ages, and was an outgrowth of Mysticism. As a reaction to the
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corruption, avarice and empty formalism that prevailed in Roman Catholicism
leading up to the Reformation, Mysticism took the form of deeply inward
spirituality. The Mystics focused on meditative contemplation of God, and some
of them became lost in subjective personal experiences that resembled hypnotic
trances of Eastern religions more than Christian worship. Notwithstanding the
excesses, however, Christianity owes some of its most profound expressions of
devotion to these souls who sought communion with God as their highest
endeavor.
Absolute devotion to God that attempted to still all the clamorous emotions
of the soul characterized a subset of the mystics known as the Quietists. Disgust
toward all that was not pure devotion of God resulted in an unblemished, inward
stiUness before Him and was seen as the way to mystical union with the divine. In
the end, that union between God and man blurred into fanaticism and brought
Quietism into conflict with the Church.
As early as 1311 the 'Brethren of the Free Spirit' were denounced by the
Council of Vienna. 1 Meister Eckhart was condemned by Pope John XXII, in
1329, for the stating
God is honored [only] among those who aim neither at property, nor
honor, nor expediency, nor inner devotion, nor sanctity nor reward,
nor the kingdom of heaven, but have abjured them all"2
The Church saw two reasons for attacking Quietism. First, its extreme form
of subjectivism was rightly understood as anti-institutional in character and
therefore a danger to the ecclesiastical/political structure. Secondly, the Church
1 Hastings, editor Encyclopaedia nfReligion and Ethics, yol. x (New Yoric Qiarles Scribner's
Sons, 1910), 535.
2 Denzinger, Enchiridion Symbolorum no. 508: Article 8 of die Errors ofEckhardt, examined and
condemned in the edict. In agro dominico' 1329 {Quoted by EHsley, 96.)
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perceived the Quietist's repudiation of all motives other than Pure Love to threaten
its doctrines of Purgatory, the Treasury of Merit, and Penance. Indeed, the Council
of Trent explicidy stated diat hope of heaven and fear of hell are legitimate motives
of right conduct.^
Guyon and Bossuet
Out of this movement, an amazing controversy developed in the last days of
the seventeenth century. Madame Guyon was a French mystic who became
prominent in the inner circle of King Louis XTV. She vividly depicted her religious
experiences in books that, for all their subjective obscurity, contained profound
spiritual insight. Francis Fenelon (later to become Archbishop of Cambrai)
recognized the depth of her writings and the two developed a relationship by way
of correspondence. As tutor to the Duke of Burgundy, Fenelon enjoyed a position
of considerable power, which in that day and age always entailed its political
rivalries. By 1694 Madame Guyon's Quietist teachings gained sufficient popularity
to arouse the suspicions of authorities who brought Bossuet, Bishop of Meaux,
into the field against Quietism in general and Madame Guyon in particular. Guyon
was confined on two separate occasions while Bossuet investigated the orthodoxy
of her writings. Fenelon took up Madame Guyon's defense and "there ensued the
stormy controversy between Bossuet and Fenelon which stirred all France."^
Madame Guyon's writings called for a disinterestedness in adoration which
is known as Pure Love. Here is a sampling of her thought.
'The killing pain which one feels when one loses the definite
consciousness of the Divine Presence shows that one has not yet
become perfectiy indifferent and that one is still tied to the gifts of
3 Denz.-Bann., nos. 804. 809. 836, 841 {Quoted ftomKirk pg 453)
4 ERE, 537.
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God.'5 . , We must suppress all desire, even the desire for the joys of
Paradise' . . . We must renounce all particular inclination, even the
noblest, the moment they betray themselves. Only so can we reach
that indifference towards all goods, whether of body of soul.' . .
.'Such is our indifference of soul, that we feel no motions either of
joy or privation; and though our love be stronger than ever before, it
can have no desire for Paradise.'^
It is easy to see why Bossuet referred to Madame Guyon as "the woman
who proposed to 'bum up heaven and quench the flames of hell' that men might
serve God out of pure love alone".^ As a group, the Quietists sought to free
themselves from the noise of inner impurity by methods of formalism: a regimen of
training one's soul to resolutely destroy all thoughts of desire or discomfort, all
concem about gain or loss, in order to achieve complete self-forgetfulness. Only
by total disregard for self and its desires could Pure Love begin to emerge. "The
desire for God is not God; therefore we close the door on that as well. "8
Bossuet charged that "Pure love is opposed to the essence of love, which
always desires the enjoyment of its object, as well as to the nature of man, who
necessarily desires happiness" ,9 But surely he went too far, for love can bring
one to wish the well being of the beloved even when separation prevents any
future enjoyment of the beloved's company. Love can exist when all hope of
5 From a letter to Fenelon (M. Masson, Fenelon et Madame Guyon, lettre xiv), {quoted in ERE
pg534}
6 Quoted by Kirk, 454.
7 Kirk, 457.
8 Kirk, 454. Eckhardt echoes this sentiment, when commenting on the Beatitude: "Blessed are Uie
Poor in spirit'. He writes: "As long as ye desire to fulfil the will ofGod, and have any desire aftCT eternity
and God, so long are ye not truly poor. He alone hath true spiritual poverty who wills nothing, knows
noUiing, desires nothing" R. Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion, p. 230 {Quoted by Kirk, 453.)
9 ERE, 534.
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enjoyment is cut off. Bossuet repeatedly went to such extremes in his debate
with Fenelon; "Every thing we do, we do to be happy . . .We wish to be happy;
we cannot wish anything else". 10 By insisting on the inescapable self-interest of
human motive, Bossuet betrays his bent toward Egoism.
Fenelon's Defense
Fenelon's position, in contrast, showed a depth and sensitivity which
resulted in balance. He argued that the reality of Pure Love rests on two
principles.! 1 First, it is God's omnipotence that establishes the possibility of a
person loving Him selflessly. Nothing is impossible with God, therefore neither is
human Pure Love. Secondly, just as salvation is the undeserved gift of God, so is
this ability to love Him with absolute purity. Pure Love is no more the
accomplishment of one's effort than is etemal life. God can do anything He
desires, and out of the unsearchable riches of his grace He chooses to grant men a
love for Him that is undefiled. God's power and His grace, then, form the two
pillars which support Fenelon's argument for Pure Love.
As an interesting aside, C. S. Lewis reasons along the same lines in his
book. The Four Loves, where he claims that God "can awake in man, towards
Himself, a supematural Appreciative love". Lewis, like Fenelon, specifically
identifies this love as a divine gift. In testifying to the rapturous disinterestedness
of such love he confesses "If I have only imagined it, is it a further delusion that
even the imagiiung has at some moments made all other objects of desire -yes,
1" Kirk, 457. It should also be noted that Bossuet's polemic was no doubt fueled by political as
well as idealogical motives
llprancois de Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon, Christian Perfection, trans. M.W. Smith, ed. C.F.
Whiston, (New York: Harper and Bro., 1974), 141.
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even peace, even to have no more fears �look like broken toys and faded
flowers?" 12
The conviction that Pure Love results from God's grace signals a
significant departure in Fenelon's thought from the more extreme position of
Quietism. The Quietists promoted the relentless effort of training oneself to
extinguish all desires and concems of the interior person. Fenelon saw the
paradox of being preoccupied with disinterest: "a continual attempt to repress
thought of self and self-interest is practically continual self-consciousness". 13
By defining Pure Love as the free and gracious gift of God, Fenelon avoided the
snare of formalism and its inevitable inconsistency of telling a person that
disinterestedness should be pursued as his own best interest. 1^
He also avoided the charge of setting apart those who experience Pure
Love as a class of super-spiritual Christians. Making use of an analogy of two
men, one who needs the use of a cane to walk and one who does not, Fenelon
advises the healthy man to not be contemptuous of the invalid, and counsels the
cripple to rejoice in the health God has given to others1^ In this analogy the
cane represents support on which love for God relies which is supplied from the
motive of one's own benefit and blessing. The lack of aid needed by the healthy
man is his love for God which is independent any thought of personal gain, and
^2 C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves. (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1960), 191. ff It is also
interesting to note the similarties between Lewis and Fenelon on another aspect of Pure Love, namely the
lack of self deprecation over one's faults. Lewis describes it as "childlike acceptance of our Need, a joy in
total dependence. We become 'jolly beggars'" pg 180. Fenelon is famous for repeatedly rebuking what he
called scruples': the excessive rem^sefulness over one's faults. Roval Way of die Cross. (Orleans, MA:
Rock Harbor Press, 1980), 26. John Wesely was fond of referring to what Fenelon describe as
"Simplicity": a care ftee attitude of self-forgetfiilness.
13 Fenelon, Roval Wav. 102.
14 Kirk, 452.
15 Fenelon, Perfection. 141.
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"is consequently more perfect than the other love in which our own interest is
mingled with that of God". 16
This last quote contains two very significant phrases which underlie the
genius of Fenelon's defense of Pure Love, First is the concept of something being
more perfect, and secondly, the idea of mingled motives in love. Each of these
deserve fuller treatment.
By introducing the idea of mingled motives, Fenelon acknowledges the
self-interest that is present in nearly all human behavior. As was stated in the
previous chapter, it is virtually impossible for someone to initiate an act without in
some sense being personally interested in doing it. For Fenelon, loving God is no
exception. And yet the concept of mingled, motives, while admitting that self-
interest is present in most human motivation, also requires that something else be
present as well. Any mixture requires more than one substance. Thus self-interest
does not exist in isolation, but is conjoined with other reasons for acting: one of
which can be authentic disinterestedness.
What is more, the proportion of this mixture may vary greatiy. In some
cases the mixture may approach purity�on either end! Who has not seen
instances of unadulterated selfishness? By the same token, who has not
wimessed acts of self-sacrifice (rare, though they may be) that seem disinterested
in the truest sense of the word? It is the possibility of the latter, especially in
regards to devotion toward God, that Fenelon refuses to surrender. Fenelon's
ultimate question for Bossuet's charge that "It is an illusion to subtract the motive
of personal happiness from our love towards God", could be put like this: "If my
happiness and the glory of God came into conflict, should I be free to chose the
Fenelon, Perfection. 140.
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latter?" 17 (it is crucial to remember that Fenelon construed the freedom here
referred to as a gift of God's grace).
In addition to the idea of mingled motives, however, Fenelon talks of
degrees of purity. Progressive stages of purity allow for the existence of genuine
disinterestedness as realizable goal. Pure Love of God, untainted by any
reference to the self whatsoever, is not, as Bossuet claimed, only an illusion, but a
present reality. 18 Yet Fenelon is quick to lament how far removed that reality is
from most of us. Nevertheless, there is within each believer the seed of Pure Love,
planted by God at conversion. What nurtures the growth of that Love, is not at
tyrannical surveillance of one's thoughts which rigorously attempts to destroy all
self-interest. No, the proper manner is rather a continual looking away from the
self altogether, in adoration of God. Progress in the stages of Pure Love does not
come by being obsessed with eliminating selfishness, it comes in response to a
two-fold process of disciplining the soul to recoUect itself to God, and (what is
infinitely more important) the gracious and divine enablement of the Heavenly
Father. That the experience of Pure Love is rare, in no way diminishes our
responsibility to pursue it through both devotion and trust.
Additionally, that Pure Love is pleasurable in no way diminishes its purity.
Fenelon shows little tolerance for the despairing opinion that pleasure mitigates
virtue. In a letter of spiritual counsel he corrects this error of asceticism.
Your spiritual progress is more hindered by your excessive fear of
giving way to enjoyment in ordinary, innocent things, than it ever
17 Kirk, 459.
1^ The congate problems attendant to the idea of a love void of any reference to the self are ably
discussed by Von Hugel "Indeed it is well never to forget diat nothing, least of all God, the deepest of all
the realities, is known to us at all, except in and by means of its relation to our own self or to our fellow-
creatures. Hence if Love were Pure only in ixop(^on as it could be based upon our apprehension ofGod
as independent of all relation to ourselves. Pure Love would be simply impossible for us." 169 ff.
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could be by that enjoyment itself. . . You are seriously injuring
yourself by keeping up a perpetual effort to resist even the smallest
involuntary pleasure in the details of a well-regulated life. I do not
approve of your efforts to reject enjoyment". 19
The pleasure derived from adoring God stands unimpugned by the charge
of rehgious hedonism. Such blessing is very distant from worshipping God
solely for the reward one can get out of it.^O Pleasure accompanying an
act does not justify calling that act selfish.^l Pleasure's mere presence is
vastly different from its being a primary motivation. The attempt to remove
the joy of Pure Love bears a strong resemblance to the misguided ascetic
practice of putting ashes on one's food so it would not be enjoyed.
Personal blessing derived from loving one's God no more negates the
purity of that love than pleasure in eating destroys the nutrition of one's
food.22
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, striking parallels between
Bossuet and Egoism and also between Fenelon and Altruism become apparent.
Bossuet refused to permit anything but self-interest as a significant factor in
l^Fenelon, Roval Wav. 25.
20 Paul Ramsey claims that doing good for the pleasure one gets out of it changes the very nature
of the act. Basic Christian Ethics. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), 133. Indeed, it does seem
as if worshipping God for an emotional high significantly alters the component of true worship involved
21 Ramsey, 145.
22Nicholas Rescher, Unselfishness. (Pittsburg: University of Pittsburg Press, 1975) "An unselfish
act does not become less unselfish becouse one gets satisfaction from its perfomance (any more that a
morally right act becomes less creditable because its performance gives one satisfaction -Kant to the
contrary notwithstanding)" 13. Yet the comparison with eating, [taken from Von Huegel, pg 171] may
have further application than he attempted. Does it also hold diat doing good for the pleasure it brings is
like eating strictly to enjoy the taste of food? Nutrition is not thus negated, though over-eating is
unhealthy. In the same way, does doing good for an interested reason-such as avoiding a guilty conscience-
- not violate the moral value of the act in some cases?
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human motivation. Fenelon, while granting the personal benefit behind most
behavior, championed the possibility of altruistic devotion to God. However, it is
very important not to exaggerate these similarities and thereby overlook the
crucial distinctives of Fenelon's position. He predicated the reality of Pure Love,
not on human nature, but solely on the power and grace of God. Here is where
he corrects the Stoic and Kantean error of 'Virtue/Duty for its Own Sake'.
Fenelon embraces the depravity of man, but at the same time maintains that God is
both able and willing to grant man a love toward Himself that resembles his own.
Fenelon's position demonstrates complete faithfulness to the biblical
concept of Reward as discussed in Chapter One. When Jesus used Reward as a
motivation it was often directed toward the self-interested component in
Fenelon's image of mingled motives. And yet by making divine fellowship the
main characteristic of Etemal Reward, Christ led the disciples by degrees to
understand a purity of motive that springs from absolute love.
Reward and the Nature of God
The emphasis Fenelon places on God's grace as the foundation of Pure
Love introduces the relationship of Etemal Reward to the nature of God. What
does God's deliberate choice to use Reward as a means for motivating Christians
reveal about his character? In the previous chapter, we noted the misguided
embarrassment believers often feel regarding the significance placed on Reward
by the New Testament. That uneasiness stemmed from two misconceptions: one
regarding human nature, the other about divine nature. It is now time to give
more attention to the second: God's nature as revealed in his puzzling willingness
to motivate man by offering him Reward as a proverbial carrot on the string. C. S.
Lewis, in his essay The Weight of Glory, frames the question with clarity. He
categorizes the promises offered in scripture under five heads.
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It is promised that we shall be with Christ; secondly, that we shall be
like Him; thirdly, . . .that we shall have "glory"; that we shall in some
sense be entertained; and finally that we shall have some sort of
official position {authority}. . .The first question I ask about these
promises is; "Why any of them except the first?" Can anything be
added to conception of being with Christ? For it must be true as an
old writer says, that he who has God and everything else has no
more than he who has God alone.23
By specifying separate rewards, Lewis opens the door to the issue of separate
reasons for acting which interact with each other. This in tum leads us to consider
the respective inter-relationships of such a mixture of motives. [It appears our
investigation of divine nature will be interspersed with consideration of human
behavior.]
Hierarchy ofMultiple Motives
Actually, Fenelon's concept of mingled motives anticipated the whole
subject of multiple reasons interacting together as the source for human behavior.
He observed what modem psychology has proven, namely that most actions
result from a combination of motives, and these motives continually fluctuate in
relative intensity. Few if any acts proceed from a motivation in isolated purity-
those that do almost always result in the satisfaction of a basic physical need. On
the opposite extreme, religious behavior represents perhaps the most complex
association of motives. While many different reasons may incite religious
behavior, typically those motivations arrange themselves in some order of relative
significance.
Lewis. Weight of Olnry 268.
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That the scripture acknowledges this variety of motives is no secret.
Indeed, this prolonged focus on the Doctrine of Reward risks losing sight of the
manifold motivational strategies utilized by the Bible. Christianity recognizes
that gratitude, fear, desire to please God, even habit can all motivate good deeds.
The pivotal issue is simply "What role should Reward play in the hierarchy of
religious motives?" Olaf Moe contends that Paul does not use either reward or
fear as motives as much as he uses mercy, grace and devotion to God.24 it is true
in the New Testament, the blessings and curses which bulked very largely in the
Old Testament (and appealed to motives of reward and fear) defer to the higher
motives of love, obedience, gratitude. Punishment and reward do not, however,
play merely 'auxiliary' roles. The sheer volume of biblical space devoted to them
refutes such a claim.
Let us retum again to Fenelon. His thesis of degrees of purity may offer a
way out of the confusion. Perhaps the increasing degrees of purity in a believer's
worship relate to the relative significance reward, fear, gratitude and love play as
motives. If so. Purity depends on the prominence of love as motive. Purity is
increased as love predominates.
With that in mind, consider how punishment and Reward operate
powerfully during the initial decision to follow Christ. John Bunyan's Pilgrim
echoes the heart of many a repentant sinner who first places tmst in Jesus.
Running toward the city of God, Pilgrim cries "Life! Life! Etemal Life!" John
Wesley parallels this when he writes. "I want to know one thing�The way to
heaven; how to land safe on that happy shore".25 One wonders if any person
2* Moe, 413. See also Filson remarks concCTning Paul's own motivations. "It need not be said
that the hope of a future personal reward was the only or the central motive that prompted Paul's ministry.
Love and gratitude for Christ constrained him." 111.
25 John Wesely The Works of John Weslev vol. 1-4 The Sermons, Outler, ed. (Nashville,
Abingdon, 1984), 1 : 103. ) Wesely realized the universality of reward and punishment as primary motives
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first embraced the Christian faith out of pure love for God. And yet, while no one
scolds a sinner for repenting out of fear of Hell or desire of Heaven, one does
expect punishment and reward to diminish as motives when the disciple matures.
Fellowship with Christ should then produce love and gratitude which in tum
account for deeper acts of obedience. The mingled motives begin to re-prioritize
themselves. Punishment and Reward play less significant roles, love takes center
stage, and the heart increases in purity.
Reward and God's Character
With the idea ofmultiple religious motives providing a background, we are
now in a place to take up our investigation of what the Christian doctrine of
Etemal Rewards reveals about the character of God. We retum to the question
Lewis put forward: Why does God offer promises of any reward other than Christ,
himself? Does the Heavenly Father stoop to bribing his children into obedience
when they ought to obey out of Pure Love? Does God actually make use of self-
interested motivation?26
Only the grace of God can explain scripture's emphasis on Reward as a
motive. God condescends to man's depraved nature and offers him a carrot
because, as a sinner, he is too blinded to even desire the infinitely more valuable
prize of fellowship with Christ. Even after conversion, depravity lingers to such a
degree that God continues to bear with man's need for various incentives toward
righteousness. Contrary to Kant and the Stoics (with their standard of
'Virtue/Duty for its Own Sake'), God is under no illusions conceming human
for salvation and used the fact to show the necessity of a second work of grace which sanctifies from the
selfish nature of such motives.
26 To make matters perfectiy clear, I am not infering that Etemal Rewards, per se are self-
interested. That issue has been setded in chacpvsc two. What is referred to at this point is the self-interested
component ofReward to the repenting sinno* and the new convert
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nature. He not only acknowledges man's falleness. He meets that need-first by
appealing to it; secondly by redeeming it. God offers the only incentives a fallen
man can respond to, and then graciously transforms man's heart so that he can
begin to love God more purely. Fenelon assures us that all this is totally of grace,
he even goes so far as insist that we willingly submit to God's manner and timing
in effecting Pure Love.
Souls should be left in the activities of a love still mingled with self-
interest, so long as the grace of God leaves them there . . . They
should try to use these interested motives to subdue the passions, to
confirm the virtues, and to detach the soul from all that the present
life connotes . . .It is useless and unwise to suggest to them a higher
love to which they cannot attain, because they are {for the present}
lacking in inner enlightenment and in the special influence of
grace.27
Thus, the doctrine of Reward glorifies God and exalts his grace. By revealing the
loving condescension of God toward man. Reward provides a window into the
forbearance of his love.
A second way Etemal Reward highlights the grace of God is the
surpassingly greamess of His benefits. When compared to the human acts which
He rewards, the benefits God promises are lavish. Here we retum to the feature of
Reward identified in the Chapter One as the principle of disproportionality. Think
of a land owner paying a full day's wage to a laborer who worked only one hour.
Consider a servant who has been faithful in handling money being rewarded with
authority over entire cities. Imagine a wealthy master actually dressing himself like
a slave and waiting on his servants. These biblical images of overwhelmingly
27 Fenelon Explication des Maimes, art 3 faux (translated by Cherel, pg 143). Quoted by Kirk,
462.
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generous rewards declare a God whose love exceeds human experience. The
disproportionality of God's rewards dispels any thought of him as a cruel task
master, or a demanding employer. The doctrine of Etemal Rewards clearly
proclaims that God is gracious beyond all we have dared to imagine.
A subtie but critical issue arises at this point. Does God, out of his infinite
grace, chose to see merit in the acts of men when they have no inherit merit of
their own. Or does God, (again, out his infinite grace) enable man to perform a
good deed that actually has worth in and of itself. The dilemma concems imputed
versus imparted merit in good works. No one would argue with Calvin when he
claims "there cannot be a doubt, that everything in our works which deserves
praise is owning to divine grace". Man, in and of himself, is utterly unable to do
any good. The question is, does God graciously accept as good that which is not,
or does He graciously enable man to actually perform an act of genuine virtue.
Calvin insist upon the former. He refuses to allow moral worth to accme to man's
behavior. "All we assign to man is, that, by his impurity, he pollutes and
contaminates the very works which were good The most perfect thing which
proceeds from man is always polluted by some stain. "29
This position conflicts with Wesleyan theology of heart holiness.^O
Fenelon sides with Wesley in thinking that God, by his grace, chooses to purify
28 John Calvin, Intitules of the Christian Religion, vol. ii, Tran. Henry Beveridge. (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1964), 92.
29 Calvin, 92.
30lt is important not to oversimplify this topic. Jerome Quinn treats the whole subject very
thoroughly in his essay "Scriptures on Merit," in Justification by Faidi. (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1985),
92. His summary of the topic strikes at the heart issue "From one point of view, all human activity,
including Christian activity in the order of grace, begins in, is sustained by, and ends in God . . From a
second, complementary point of view that stands always in function of the preceding, a human person
intends, does and gains something by his activity . . Personal, responsible, reciprocal relationships
between Chrsitians and their God are thus emphasized.
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the human heart so that men can offer back to God a love that is uncontaminated
by self. The crux of the matter then becomes which view most greatly magnifies
God's grace: His imputing righteousness to man's evil works, or imparting
righteousness to man's evil heart which then issues in deeds that are genuinely
good. As Wesleyans, we obviously endorse the latter and reject Calvin's view of
strictly imputed righteousness. Such a perspective enables the doctrine of Etemal
Reward to further highlight God's gracious character.
The danger that Calvin so eamesdy wants to avoid is that men might come
to view their good works as putting God under obligation to pay what is due.
Calvin is certainly right in his concem that the promises of God not be misused to
make God our debtor.31 Yet divine wisdom has perhaps precluded this possibility
by maintaining a certain ambiguity regarding the specifics of God's rewards.
Filson remarks that "a noticeable feature of all these {Pauline Reward} references
is the absence of definite pictures showing what the nature of these different
rewards will be".32 Could it be that God intentionally avoided specifics regarding
the rewards he promised in order to prevent a contractual, 'laborer eaming his
wage' type attimde from infecting his children? Thus Etemal Reward displays the
Father's wisdom in leading his children to develop a relationship with him that is
based on childlike tmst, rather than that of an employee.
Degrees of Reward
As promised in chapter one, it is time to discuss the issue of varying degrees
of Etemal Reward from a historical and theological perspective. Earlier, we noted
^1 Calvin quotes Augustine's celebrated saying "Faithful is the Lord, who hath made himself our
debtor, not by receiving anything from us, but by promising us all things." 126.
32FUson.PauL 113.
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the scriptural evidence (primarily from the writings of Paul) that the Christian
doctrine of Reward contains an idea of separate degrees of reward other than
Heaven itself. Emma Disley has written a very thorough investigation of the
relationship of Protestant theology to what she terms 'Degrees of Glory'. She notes
that "the writings of the Fathers were weightily disposed towards the concept of
degrees of reward and punishment".^^
A favorite supporting text of many of the Church Fathers came from Paul's
defense of the resurrection in I Corinthians 15, where he used the analogy of stars
with differing degrees of brilliance. Augustine relied on this passage to bolster his
campaign regarding the spiritual preeminence of virginity. He ranked the
sacredness of virginity above all other callings. It is for virginity that the highest
state of glory in heaven is reserved. Like stars shining with various degrees of
brighmess and splendor, the three levels of sexual purity will be virginity, then
wedded chastity; and thirdly, holy widowhood. Yet notwithstanding the varying
degrees, all equally enjoy the bliss of paradise, "the brilliancy unequal, the heaven
tiie same".34
The notion of varying degrees of punishment and reward went virtually
unchallenged throughout the Middle Ages. Much energy was invested
speculating about details of the afterlife. As time passed, wild and fantastic images
(which had little or no biblical support) excited popular curiosity and became
common place. C. S. Lewis claimed that during the Middle Ages, Christianity
sunk to the place where "the doctrine of future rewards and punishments was its
very essence". This was because "Heaven, Hell and purgatory had been too long
and too vividly portrayed" .35 The Reformation's rejection of the Roman Catholic
Disley, Degrees of Glory. 80.
Augustine. Homilies on the New Testament, sermon # 82 (Benedictine, 132) paragnq)h 3
C.S. Lewis, Religious Controversy and Translation. (Oxford: UnivCTSity Press, 1954), pg 189
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doctrine ofMerit, called for a re-tooling of Reward theology. We shall proceed to
look at the major arguments for and against the concept of degrees in Heaven.
Arguments For and Against Degrees
Perhaps the primary argument for Degrees in Heaven is an extenuation of
the fact that there will be degrees in Hell. Not even so radical an anti-Degree
writer as Craig Blomberg denies that Jesus clearly taught punishment will be
measured out individually and will vary according to the evil done during one's
earthly life.36 it seems entirely reasonable then, to postulate that Heaven will
likewise include various degrees of Reward. The problem with this line of
reasoning is that Hell and punishment are predicated upon God's justice. Men
merit differing amounts of punishment according to their deeds on earth.
However, Heaven rests not upon God's justice, but His grace. No man merits
Heaven, it is the free and totally undeserved gift of God. Thus the logic of arguing
from similarity breaks down. In the sense that Heaven involves a reversal of what
justice would dictate, it is categorically different than Hell. And so degrees of
punishment does not entail degrees of Reward.
The Degree proponents would counter that while men certainly never merit
salvation, to eliminate all differences in Heaven would both vastly over-simplify
the Judgment and discount the value of human free will. In chapter one we noted
that the ethical complexities of life demand more than a simplistic all-or-nothing
version of final judgment (Heaven or Hell). Furthermore, the choices toward
godliness made in this life, the numerous efforts to progress in holiness as a
disciple, must count for something in the next life. To say that Mother Teresa and
a death-bed convert exist with absolutely no distinction in Heaven is a mockery of
Blomberg, 116.
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all that obedience to Christ stands for. Donald Gray Bamhouse presents this tmth
powerfully.
"We can be sure that at the Judgment Seat of Christ there will be a
marked difference between the Christian who has lived his life before
the Lord, clearly disceming what was for the glory of God, and
another Christian who was saved in a rescue mission at the tag end of
a depraved and vicious life, or a nominal Christian saved on his
deathbed after a life of self-pride, self-righteousness, self-love and self-
sufficiency. All will be in heaven, but the differences will be etemal.
We may be sure that the consequences of our character will survive
the grave and that we shall face those consequences at the Judgment
Seat of Christ.37
Opponents of Degree argue that such reasoning minimizes the grace of God
by exalting the intrinsic righteousness of human effort. The best and noblest of
men's deeds fall so far below God's standards, that insisting on the worth of human
goodness as a basis for degrees in Heaven mocks not the value of a Christian
obedience, but the death of Christ himself. Blomberg argues along these lines.
When one reflects soberly on the vast gulf that separates even the
most righteous of believers from God's infinitely perfect standards it is
hard to see how the differences among Christians that loom so large
in this life could figure significantly in God's etemal reckoning. The
differences in elevation between Mount Everest and the Mariana
Trench seem negligible when the earth is viewed from Mars.38




"Granted!", responds the Degree advocate, "but Degrees must never be
thought to depend upon man's righteousness." God's grace stands as the sole
foundation of Degrees. Out of His supreme condescension. He stoops close and
pays utmost attention to the faltering and minute attempts of His children to please
Him. Blomberg errs in casting the image of a God who views man's endeavors at
righteousness from an incredibly removed position. God is no disinterested
bystander. His interest in His children's conduct is both intense and intimate. What
we do matters to God. He promises that the smallest act of obedience will not go
unnoticed, but will be richly rewarded. Far from diminishing grace, the doctrine
of Degrees magnifies the grace of God by insisting he is a father who lovingly
acknowledges and rewards the feeble efforts of a child.
Still not convinced, opponents of Degrees charge that it is an inside attack
on Salvation by Grace: a sort of coup to re-introduce the doctrine of Works
Righteousness.39 "Greater rewards for greater efforts" they deride, "why, the
whole thing smacks of legalism!" The fuU response by the Degree proponent will
receive in-depth consideration in the next section, but for now, let it be said that
the advocates of Degrees never shy away from claiming that Christ's death, and it
alone, provides for men's salvation. Secondly, the fact that God promises to
reward specific acts with specific rewards does not entail that those acts merit
those rewards. Disley cites the illustration of Cartwright, who, when commenting
on Mt. 5:12, reasons that if one promises to pay a person "as much for making a
pair of shoes, as he should deserve in building me a house" no one attributes such
recompense to the merit of the cobbler, but rather the other man's outrageous
generosity. So too "the full reward is given, according to the most bountiful
promise of God, to our good works, of his mere mercy and grace, and not by desert
See Disley. 87. also Blomberg. 170.
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of our works ".40 This is not to eliminate all correlation between works and
reward but to decontaminate that relationship from the notion of eamed benefit.
Joseph Burgess, in his essay Rewards, but in a Different Sense, reasons
that degrees of Reward fragments Heaven into subsets of various levels of bliss.
The fact that Heaven and Reward is always found in the singular case indicates
that it is a non-partitioned unity: all experience it the same.41 The weakness
Burgess' argument is that his line of thought could apply just as easily to Hell.
Even though it is commonly agreed that there will be degrees of punishment. Hell
is always referred to in the singular.
Yet another argument against Degrees is that if Heaven is perfection, then
degrees within Heaven contradicts itself, for there cannot be degrees of
perfection.42 The trouble with this objection to Degrees resides in both its
insistence on perfection as a static state and on its presumption about the afterlife.
Heaven lies utterly beyond the realm of human experience. Mystery permeates
our understanding of what exists on the other side of the grave. One supposes far
too much knowledge of eternity to insist that our dim understanding of its
perfection precludes the existence of degrees there. We might note here that John
Wesley endorsed the idea of continued progress toward perfection even after
death.43 Some even suggest that the notion of Degrees, far from conflicting with
the perfection of Heaven, must be considered an essential feature for such
Quoted by Disley, 92.
^1 Josqih Burgess, "Rewards, but in a Diffwent Sense," in Justification by Faith, ed. G.
Anderson, (Minneaplois: Augsburg, 1958), 104.
42 Blomberg, 162.
John Wesley, "Father thoughts of Christian Perfection," 1763, in A Plain Account of Christian
Perfection Works, vol XI, pg 426 '"Q.29 Can those who are perfect grow in grace?" 'A. Undoubtedly they
can; and that not only while they are in the body, but to all etCTnity.'" This citation taken from Lindstrom,
Sanctification, 121.
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progress to be possible there. Finally, the claim that individual differences conflict
with the idea of Heavenly perfection is refuted by the fact that scripture definitely
indicates rank and differences among the angels is Heaven.
This brings up the issue as to what nature varying degrees might take in
Heaven. As indicated above, all such speculations attempt to discuss what is
categorically beyond human experience and thus must be taken for what they are:
thoughtful speculations. To pretend any degree of certainty about the nature of
Degrees in Heaven rightly invites ridicule. Yet when humbly and tentatively put
forward, such speculations do no harm, and in fact stir up renewed fervor in
serving God.
Vessels with varying measures of volume remains the classic effort to
illustrate Degrees in Heaven. All will be filled to capacity with the fullness of God
himself, yet because the measure of each one's individual capacity is determined
by the development of godly character here on earth, some will contain more of
God than others, even while all will together be completely full.
Some relate Degrees of Reward to various levels of authority. The twelve
disciples received Jesus' promise that they would sit on twelve thrones and judge
the tribes of Israel. Revelation of the Apostle John encourages believers to
overcome, for those who do will sit with Christ on his throne. Opponents argue
that viewing such promises as endorsing Degrees, makes Heaven no more than a
political hierarchy and demolishes its egalitarianism. Yet the charge that roles of
various authority introduces inequality into Heaven fails when considered in light
of the Trinity .44 The various persons of the Trinity demonstrate authority and
submission in the context of absolute equality. For instance, the Son's equality to
the Father is not reduced by his role of subservience. Rank in Heaven does not
necessitate inequality.
Cameron. Praelectiones u, 325-334 {Quoted by Disley. 89.)
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Because the controversial aspect of Degrees was not fully discussed in
Chapter One under Scripture and Eternal Reward, it is appropriate to reconsider
the major passages which figure in the Degree dispute. The primary text is, of
course, the parable of the Vineyard Workers. As mentioned earlier, the equal
payment received by those who put in unequal labor fumishes major artillery in
the Degree opponent's arsenal. However, most commentators claim Jesus' primary
purpose in telling the story was not to teach about Etemal Reward. He told the
story to expose the jealousy in the hearts of the religious leaders over his
acceptance of sinners.45 But even if it is allowed that the parable was intended to
teach about Etemal Reward, the claim that it refutes Degrees of Reward is based
on a misunderstanding of the doctrine. Once again, let it be clearly understood
that Degrees does not apply to one's salvation. If this passage teaches anything
about Reward, it teaches that salvation is the illogical gift of God's grace. The
doctrine of Degrees pronounces a hearty "Amen". Salvation as an undeserved gift
so far surpasses the relative distinctions which Degrees posit to individual
believers in Heaven, that the Vineyard parable is in full harmony with the theory.
The surprise of the faithful in the parable of the Sheep and the Goats (Mt.
25:31-46) fumishes further ammunition for the Degree opponent. Rather than
having been motivated by specific reward, the faithful in the story are surprised at
Jesus' commendation. MacDonald says "it never occurred to the good people that
^^Beare pg 404; C.H. Dodd, The parables of the Kingdom. (New York: Qiarles Scribner's Sons,
1961), 94; David ffill. The Gospel of Matthew. (Greenwood, South Carolina: Attic Press, 1975), 285;
MacDonald, 270; Finally, this representative observation by G De Ru: "The parable does certainly not kill
the idea of reward. It leaves the very idea of wages, reward or remuneration for work perftomed entirely on
one side and in its preaching of the goodnes of God soars far above it This parable is therefore hardly a
suitable basis upon which to erect dieories conceming Jesus' 'conception of reward'." 210.
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they deserved a reward of any kind"
4b xhis argument actually aims not just at
Degrees, but at the concept of motivation from Reward in general. It's errors lie in
two locations. First, it was not their reward that surprised the good people of the
story, rather it was that in caring for the needy they had actually ministered Christ,
himself. Secondly, if all Reward should come as a complete surprise, then why
does Jesus spoil the surprise by telling the story in the first place? It seems clear
his very purpose in giving the parable is to motivate good deeds in three ways:
fear of punishment, desire for reward and the awareness that acts of compassion
toward the needy are also done to Christ personally. No doubt the last of these
motivations is the highest, but Jesus willingly used all three.47 Thus the parable
does not count against Reward at all, but for it.
In further support of Degrees, are those passages where believers are
judged according to works. Paul's image in I Corinthians 3 of the work of one's
life being a building that is tested by fire has already been discussed as one
example, but many other texts could be added to it. Such texts warn that
believers must give an account for both deed and word. (Rom. 2:6; I Cor 4:5; II
Cor 5:10; Rev. 22:12; Matt 12:36; Luke 12:2-3) The question put to the Degree
skeptics is simply this; "If Etemal Reward includes nothing other than salvation
itself, and if salvation is the totally unmerited gift of God, then what is the purpose
of all the passages that speak of believers being judged according to their deeds?"
The full theological significance of tiiis question receives more complete treatment
in the following section. But it is appropriate to look briefly at the specific aspects
of the debate which impact Degrees of Reward under this heading.
46 MacDonald, 271. Also, G. De Ru echoes this sentiment in conmienting on tiiis passage "In
the case of truly good worics diere is not even the thought of reward". 219.
47 C.S. Lewis explained the surprise of the people in this story on the grounds that Chrsit was
referring to those outside the faith, who had not even yet specifically trusted in Him
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Skeptics of Degrees respond to the passages of believers facing judgment
in three ways. Those verses that indicate judgment according to works may refer
to distinctions in this life, not the next; or they may intend to show distinction
between believers and non believers (not between various believers); or lastiy, the
distinctions presented may not persist throughout eternity, but only exist during
judgment itself. We will look at an example of each of these responses in order.
Disley notes that Cameron restricts the distinction implied in a text like "God will
give to each person according to what he has done" (Ro. 2:6). Cameron interprets
the verse as distinguishing between the saved and the unsaved and giving no
evidence for differences within the righteous.48
In the second type of response, passages like "Whoever sows generously
will reap generously" (II Cor. 9:6) are considered inadmissible evidence for
Degrees since they pertain only to the present life. Lastiy, in a move that seems to
lack exegetical support, Blomberg claims that verses which inescapably indicate
individual differences faced by believers at the judgment do not say anything
about "these distinctions among believers' experiences persisting for all time".
Such differences between Christians last only during "the immediate context of
the parousia".
The faithfulness of such biblical interpretation is strongly contested by the
Degree advocates.49 Floyd Filson, in Saint Paul's Conception of Recompense,
argues compellingly for the presence of Degrees of Reward in the episties. In a
discussion that reviews no less than half a dozen separate Pauline passages, Filson
concludes the evidence is clear.
^^Cameron, Praelectiones. 1632, Quoted by Disely, 87.
49 Recall the earlier quote from �)onald Gray Bamhouse about die differences at the judgement
between a faithful Christian and a death-bed convert: "All will be in heaven, but the differences will be
etemal."
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{Paul} often speaks of individual rewards which will vary
according to the life record of each one. It is undeniable that at times
and with unquestionable eamesmess he asserted that each man's life
record would be examined and an award made on the basis of that
record.50
And so the debate continues. While effort has been made to present the
case for each side, it should be apparent by now that proponents of Degrees of
Reward have more evidence on their side. The full implications of this verdict for
Christian discipleship will be treated at length in the following chapter. Yet the
relationship of Reward to Justification by Faith involves much more than the just
the issue of varying degrees of Reward. It calls into question the entire doctrine
of Reward, and as such demands more in-depth consideration.
Reward and Justification by Faith
The whole Reformation embodied a protest against the Roman Catholic
doctrine of eaming heavenly reward by good works. During the Middle Ages the
system of Merit had become as cormpt as it was complex. In contrast, inward
piety counted for little or nothing compared with subscribing to the code of
behavior laid down by the Church. Moreover, faith was no longer understood in
terms of personal trust in the atoning work of Christ for the forgiveness sins. Faith
was allegiance to the Roman Church. Martin Luther and the Reformers after him
defied the entire religious culture of that day by insisting that a person was
forgiven of all sin and justified before God, solely on the basis of faith. Sola Fide
was their battie cry.
Out of a passion to protect the doctrinal legacy forged in the Reformation,
Protestant theology has treated the issue of Etemal Reward with suspicion. The
50 Filson. Paul. 105.
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very idea of a reward connotes recompense for one's behavior. Reward too
closely resembles Merit, which is what the Protestants were protesting. Thus
Protestants have distanced themselves from this vital teaching of the New
Testament. However, such distancing fails to harmonize with the Bible. If the
battle cry of the Reformation was Sola Fide, a closely related second hallmark
was Sola Scriptural a retum to the Scriptures as final authority. Yet it is the Bible
itself which places great emphasis on the idea of Reward. For that reason, we will
look first at the biblical perspective of the dilenmia of Justification by Faith and
Judgment according to works. Following that, we will consider Merit Vs Grace
from a theological perspective, which will conclude with the question of the
function of good deeds.
Grace versus Judgment
The writings of Paul fumished a virtual gold mine for the Reformation.
Paul's statements of salvation by faith (especially those in the Roman and Galatian
epistles) provided the biblical fuel for the new movement. However, Paul
presented the Reformers with a bit of paradox: passages that promised
Justification by Faith seemed in conflict with others that wamed of Judgment
Or, as the question used above asks: If we are justified by faith alone, why does
Paul warn of judgment? This dilemma has puzzled scholars for ages. A brief
review of proposed solutions wiU serve to frame the discussion.
Some scholars claim the judgment by works emphasis in Paul is a Hebraic
holdover: as if Paul's pharisaical past (with its preoccupation on works
righteousness) comes back to haunt his theology. Nigel Watson in an essay
reviewing the relatively recent work of two German scholars on this issue (E.
Synofzik, and W Joest.) notes that Synofzik correctly refutes those "who draw
the conclusion that the concept of judgment and recompense is a relic in Paul's
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theology which he has not managed to eliminate",51 He insightfully observes that
Paul does not merely lapse back into Jewish thought patterns, he interprets and
corrects them for his own use. Such explanations will not do. The attempt to
resolve the Pauline paradox by recourse to his past reminds one of C.S. Lewis'
contrast between truly explaining something and simply explaining it away.52
A similar approach (still little more than explaining away the issue) agrees
that Paul did make intentional and unique use of Jewish recompense teaching, but
claims he outgrew the idea as his theology developed and matured. Filson
corrects this error, proving that "Paul was not at first an apostle of recompense,
and then later an apostle of free grace". Filson demonstrates that "both
viewpoints exist at the same time in {Paul's} experience and thought" ,53 Thus
the Pauline paradox persists: passages of Justification create assurance of
acquittal, while other texts demolish that assurance by waming of inescapable
Judgment.
Synofzik's approach promises new hope in reconciling the two. His
method hinges on the following observations. The occasional nature of Paul's
letters must guide all interpretation of the conflicting passages. Thus they are not
addressed to the same readers with the same sets of needs, but are used separately
with two different sets of intentions. The passages of Judgment are addressed
directly to churches which treated their salvation with presumption (Synofzik
notes the lack of assurance [justification] passages in the Corinthian episties).
Passages of Justification, on the other hand, are written to churches which either
needed assurance of salvation, or tended towards trying to earn their salvation.
^1 NigelWaison, "Justified by Faith; Judged by Worics- an Antinomy," New Testament Studies.
vol 29, (April 1983): 209-211.
52 C.S. Lewis, Miracles. 70 ff.
53 FUson, Paul. 127.
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Both categories of texts come from Paul's pastoral heart, and are intended to be
redemptive. Watson summarizes Synofzik's argument well.
The two types of utterance which we have been trying to relate to
each other, viz. the message of justification and the waming of
judgment are directed to different addresses, the message of
justification to those like the Galatians who were over scmpulous,
fearfully and meticulously keeping the law in order to eam salvation,
and the waming of judgment to those like the Corinthians who were
living in the illusion that they were free to do whatever they wished.
Synofzik's observations contain much tmth, and should be commended, but
they fail to resolve the basic dilemma of Paul's emphasis on both grace and
judgment. They provide insight into why Paul wrote what he did, but fall short of
answering the question in a more existential context. Am I going to be freely
justified of all my sins, or am I going to be judged according to my deeds? Paul
seems to say yes to each of these questions, yet they are in conflict.
A more individual and experiential approach is taken by Joest.5 4
Acknowledging that there is no easy way out of the contradiction in Paul, Joest
suggests we view the dilemma as an outgrowth of the very concept of grace.
Without a context of law and judgment, grace looses its meaning. The higher the
reality of a law, the more profound grace becomes. God's law has ultimate and
inviolable reality, thereby providing utmost significance to His grace And so Joest
claims "it is precisely the preaching of judgment which lets grace be tmly
grace."55
It seems at this point, Joest has incorrectiy replaced judgment with law.
Tme, the strength of any law lies in the reality of impending judgment, but that
54 I rely again on Watson's review, 217 - 220.
55 Watson, 218.
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does not make law and judgment identical. The truth of one's gracious
justification might depend on the presence of law, but grace, offers pardon. And
what is pardon, but the negation of judgment? Grace frees one from the fear of
judgment. In other words, Joest's reasoning would hold if he was attempting to
argue that the definition of grace necessitated an emphasis on divine law, but it
provides little help in understanding the emphasis on divine judgment, because
grace removes judgment.
And so the dilemma repels attempts to resolve the tension. Either I have
been freed from anxiety over God's judgment, or I haven't. If justification by faith
leaves me still anxious about being judged according to my deeds, then what have
I been justified from? Yet the very idea of Etemal Reward requires some sort of
evaluation and assessment after life. The tension between the two, while both
obvious and disconcerting to us, did not appear to trouble Paul. Filson recognizes
this tmth and writes that "Paul held the two lines of thought together at the same
time and without any feeling of inconsistency'.56 Answers which attempt to
explain away the dilemma lack faithfulness to the biblical texts. Having reached a
point that apparently refuses solution, let us leave this aspect for now, perhaps
investigation along other lines will prove more fruitful.
Merit and Reward
From justification regarding sin, we now tum attention to reward according
to merit. The transition here is from that of pardon, to promise. Justification means
pardon from guilt, reward implies promise for virtue. What is the connection
between Etemal Reward and one's earthly conduct? The thinking of the great
Reformers provides classical Protestant perspective on this issue. But before
considering their writings, it is vital to remember the cultural setting out of which
56 Filson, Paul. 129.
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that work arose. Luther and Calvin hammered out a refutation of the Roman
Catholic doctrine of Merit. They perpetually batded against the false notion that
salvation could be eamed. As a result, much of what they had to say about
reward was really not about reward as such, but rather intended against works
righteousness. Johann Heinz, in his article, Luther on Work and Reward, observes
that "Luther's treatment of this subject was not an attempt to battie against the
concept of works and reward, but was rather a polemic against the theology of a
humanly eamed justification ."57 Lutiier's life-long stiiiggle with the calculated
and mercenary attitude toward religion in his day often drove him to make very
extreme statements. He claimed that "even if heaven were to be eamed by lifting
up a straw, he would nevertheless not do it, for that would revile the honor
{grace} of God. "5 8. Both he and Calvin taught that believers should be so
completely free from the polluting notion of doing good for selfish gain, that they
would be willing to serve God "if all hope of reward were cut off'.59
In this combat with works righteousness, Protestant theologians attempted
to redefine the idea of merit. Roman Catholic promotion of its Treasury of Merit
had resulted in a commercialization of religion. Tetzel epitomized what the
situation had sunk to by his salesmanship of penance. His advertising jingles-As
soon as the coin in the coffer rings, a soul from purgatory sings'-infuriated Luther.
So one can understand why the reformers wanted to totally purify religion from
such mercenary motives. They therefore took the concept of 'merit' and gave it a
new meaning. Merit was understood to no longer mean earn, or deserve, but
rather obtain, or qualify. Disley quotes Richard Hooker's explication.
57 Heinz, 57.
58 Luther,WA 10/3:280.10-14 {cited by Heinz, 48.)
59 Calvin, 99. The parallel statement in Luthw: "Even though they knew that there were no
heaven, nor hell nor any reward, tiiey would nevertheless serve God for His own sake". The Bondage of the
MU, tr. by H. Cole (Adierton , London, 1931), 190. {Quoted by Ramsey, pg 135}
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The ancient [Fathers] use meriting for obtaining, and in that sense
they of Wittenberg have it in their Confession: 'We teach that good
works commanded of God are necessarily to be done, and that by
the free kindness of God they merit their certain rewards'.^O
In this way, the reformers exalted grace and eliminated the idea of
entitlement. Consider the following example. If a mother chooses to promise
cookies and milk to her child on the condition that the child wash its hands first,
the act of hand washing does not entitle the child to the snack, but rather qualifies
it for receiving the snack. The fact that the mother promised to reward the child for
a specific act in no way implies that the act of obedience then cams the reward. So
it is with good works and reward in Protestant theology. Calvin underlines this
point.
Thus good works please God, and are not without fruit to their
authors, since, by way of recompense, they obtain more ample
blessings from God, not because the so deserve, but because the
divine benignity is pleased of itself to set this value upon them.^l
{emphasis added)
Works follow as a natural consequence of the faith.62 As such, they
function to prove the sincerity of one's faith. In a sense, then, being judged by
works reduces to an assessment of the true state of one's heart, for works display
character. Luther highlights this truth in his concem that works of faith remain
integrally connected to character. He points out it is not works that will be
60 Richard HookerA learned discourse ofjustification, works and how the foundation offaith is
overthrown Works, iii (1830) 396 {Quoted by Disley pg 102)
61 Calvin, 92. Luther was just as concerned that promise not be confused with mait. See Heinz
pg48
62 Calvin, 120. For Ludier see Hienz 69.
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judged, but the person responsible for them.bj Works are neither rewarded or
condemned, people are.
It was paramount to the Reformers that the relation of faith and works not
be misunderstood. Rather than securing favor from God, good works which truly
please the Father can only flow from a heart that already knows it is forgiven. If
any uncertainty about God's pardon troubled the heart, it would destroy the value
of good works. Such a heart would inevitably place some hope (no matter how
littie) in the merit of works to more fully secure God's favor. Works that are truly
good must be completely uncontaminated by works righteousness and are
therefore only possible in the life of one who first possesses absolute assurance of
salvation by faith. A.C. McGiffer quotes from one of Luther's sermons: "You must
have heaven and be already saved before you can do good works".64
Calvin insisted on the same theme and specifically extended it beyond the
idea of pardon to reward itself. Reward performs the valid function of 'animating'
us toward righteous behavior, but "there is no use in this recompense unless we
have previously embrace the doctrine that we are justified solely by the merits of
Christ as apprehended by faith, and not by any merit of works" .65
Let us pause to take stock of our findings in the investigation so far. Paul
directed his messages of judgment and justification at differing churches with
separate needs. Judgment was aimed at correcting false security, while
justification remedied a lack of assurance. In a different vein, the very definition of
63 Heinz, 58.
64AuthurMcGiffert, Protestant Thought Before Kant (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1912), 38.
65 Calvin, 101. He reiterates this principle a little latter in the same ch^ter: "God, to arouse us
from slodi assures us that ever labor which we undertake for the glory of his name shall not be in vain. Let
us always remember that this promise, like all other promises will be of no avail unless it is preceded by
the free convenant of mercy, on which the whole certainty of our salvation depends. Trusting to it howerer,
we ought to feel secure that however unworthy our services, the liberality of God will not allow diem to
pass unrewarded." 126.
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grace presupposes law and a possibility of judgment. Finally, good deeds have
value only subsequent to full personal trust in the atonement of Christ. Works
then serve as evidence of true faith. Nonetheless, Reward serves a valid function
in helping to incite us to good works. We are now much closer to understanding
the conflict between being justified by faith and being judge according to our
works. At this point an interesting resolution which draws upon a dual
understanding of the last judgment deserves consideration.
The Two-fold Judgment theory
The separation of salvation and good works insisted upon by Luther and
Calvin brings up one interesting solution which rests on the doctrine of Degrees
of Reward. This theory explains grace and good works in terms of two separate
judgments. The salvation of each man's soul will rest completely on whether he
trusted in Christ. No person earns salvation by works. At the same time, "each
one will have to give an account for what he has done in the body, whether good
or bad". (II Cor 5:10). That accounting will serve to determine the rewards an
individual receives once in heaven. Thus the judgment passages in Paul which are
clearly directed to believers do not involve salvation itself, but the degrees of
specific reward each person will enjoy in Heaven. So the question asked earlier: 'If
I am saved by trusting in Christ's work, why am I judged according to my deeds?'
no longer poses a problem. Christ death frees me from the penalty of etemal
death. By faith in his death I am saved. Nevertheless, my personal etemal rewards
will be decided by being judge by works . Randy Alcom endorses this theory.
Belief (tmst, faith) determines our etemal destination, where
we wUl be. Behavior determines our etemal rewards, what we will
have. Works do not affect our redemption. Works do affect our
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reward. Just as there are etemal consequences of our faith, so there
are etemal consequences to our works.66
This theory seems to fit the biblical account of the Final Judgment found in
the twentieth chapter of Revelation. Two categories of judgment are indicated:
"And I saw the dead, great and small, standing before the throne and books were
opened. And another book was opened, which is the book of life. The dead were
judged according to what they had done as recorded in the books." (vs. 12) Note
the plurality of the books which contain the earthly deeds of every human being,
in contrast to the singularity of 'the book of life'. {emphasis added} In further
emphasis of this distinction, verse 15 specifically states that "if any one's name was
not written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire". Thus it is on
the basis of being written in the book of life (and not by being judged according
to deeds) that one qualifies for Heaven. This imagery powerfully substantiates
that judgment according to works and personal salvation are separate affairs for
believers.
Opponents of this two-fold judgment theory claim it is mistaken in two
ways. First it depends too heavily on a passage which is clearly written in
apocalyptic imagery, and that imagery cannot be taken so literally. Secondly (and
more importantiy) in its separation of salvation by faith from judgment according
to works, the two-fold judgment theory distorts the meaning of faith. Faith
becomes an inward attitude that is void of outward expression. Ridderbos wams
that the conflict between works and grace is not resolved by distorting faith into
mental assent, as if faith were "de-natured".67
66 Alcom, 160.
67 Hemian Ridderbos, Paul: An Oudine ofHis Theology. Trans. John DeWett, (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1975), 180.
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And yet while it may be granted that faith is 'acting as if what God says is
true', there is no getting around the great disparity in personal piety among
behevers. Surely such differences must have some significance for the next life.
Additionally, the charge that the two-fold judgment theory rests too heavily on
John s apocalyptic imagery does not hold. Paul's comparison of the work of one's
life being judged with a building being tried by fire supports the two-fold
judgment theory as well. Look carefully at the language Paul employs in his
waming to the Corinthian believers: "The fire will test the quality of each man's
work. If what he has built survives, he will receive his reward. If it is burned up,
he will suffer loss; he himself will be saved but only as one escaping through the
flames."(n Cor. 3 13-15)
For those who reject the concept of degrees of Reward, perhaps the best
resolution to the justification by faith vs. judgment by works dilemma resides in
the counsel of Filson. We must be willing to hold these two tmths in tension
without minimizing either.68 Paul was evidently able to do so. His statements
about his own experience include both profound dependence on divine grace
and deep concem over personal judgment Maybe the unwillingness of our
modem minds to follow his example stems in part from pride. We sometimes
demand a resolution because we do not wish to submit our intellect to mystery.
What is beyond our comprehension is beyond our control, and we desperately
want to be in control. Yet it is much better to live with the tension than to accept
inappropriate solutions. Scripture unmistakably teaches that while our salvation
depends totally on the work of Christ, Reward serves a vital function as motive in
the life of the disciple. The next chapter will investigate those practical affects
which the doctrine of Reward should have on daily discipleship.
Filson. Paul. 131.
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HOW ETERNAL REWARDS SHOULD AFFECT DISCIPLESHIP
Discipleship is the place where theology tums into action. This study would
be incomplete without addressing how the doctrine of Etemal Rewards affect the
way a believer lives. By now, several significant features of Etemal Reward have
been uncovered in this investigation. While these ideas are meaningful in and of
themselves, the tme value of this study depends on applying such principles to
daily living. Modern educational theory stresses the need for such practical
application. In fact, lack of concem for this need often results in an indifference
toward theology on the part of popular society. The question so often asked is.
What difference does it make? This concluding chapter seeks to summarize
previous findings and relate them to discipleship. In other words, it is time to
review what has been covered so far, and to answer the question of what
difference the doctrine of Etemal Reward should make on Christian behavior.
Prior Assurance of Salvation
No doubt the first lesson one should apply to discipleship from Etemal
Reward comes from the Reformers. As Protestants, we must never forget their
emphasis on man's inability to do good deeds that please God, without first relying
on grace for salvation. This lays the foundation of everything else. Works will
certainly be rewarded, but they in no sense secure forgiveness. Apart from
complete and prior assurance of salvation, any act of discipleship is inevitably
spoiled for Reward. For example, Jesus promised reward for those who offer a cup
of water in his name. But if I lack confidence in his atoning death, my acts of love
are tainted with the hope that I will thereby eam his favor and thus they are
disqualified for reward. Deeds that are tmly good-even those motivated by
Reward-flow out of a deeply humble recognition of God's surpassing grace. Once
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I am confident in that grace, I can cheerfully do good to others, knowing that my
loving Father has promised to reward such obedience. Not only does complete
trust in the grace of Christ serve as a prerequisite for good deeds, it also provides a
primary motivation for them. Personal assurance of God's surpassing love compels
as well as enables me to love my neighbor. Like a sailboat without either water or
wind, good deeds are useless until first supported by the ocean of God's
undeserved grace and then energized by desire to share that love with others. Yet
even in this context, there exists a valid role for Reward to play as well. As we will
see later, gratitude towards God may need bolstering by desire for reward in order
to overcome various causes of inactivity.
Truly Disinterested Action
In chapter two, a more realistic definition of disinterested behavior was
presented. The fact that an action will bring personal benefit does not compromise
the ethical value of that act, so long as it promotes due regard for others. Reward is
a perfectiy legitimate reason for doing good. Therefore, I am not acting selfishly
when I am influenced to teach a children's Sunday School class by Christ's promise
that "Whatever you do for the least of these, you do for me". As another example,
suppose giving to World Hunger Relief means driving a less expensive car than my
associates. It is absolutely appropriate, when tempted to be envious of my co
worker's new BMW, to take consolation from the promise that by my giving I am
laying up treasure in Heaven.
Mingled Motives
In the course of treating Fenelon's defense of the possibility of Pure Love,
the concept of multiple motives was discussed (Chapter three). Most human
behavior results from a variety of motivations that dynamically interact. Christian
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discipleship is no exception. The believer's impetus to do God's will is a complex
combination of many factors. Thus I may give a tithe of my income to God for
several different reasons: gratimde, habit, fear/guilt, or pure adoration and worship.
But Reward serves as a valid motive as well. If this is not so, then why did
Jesus motivate his followers to do their alms-giving privately on the express basis
that they would otherwise loose their reward? In considering such a text, it is
sometimes helpful to look at what Jesus did not say. He did not say the reason for
giving privately was that it protected the disciples from pride before others, or that
it safeguarded the dignity of the recipient, or even that secret charity was more
pleasing to God. While all these would have been valid and sufficient reasons,
Jesus incited the disciples to a particular style of giving with the sole motive of
being rewarded for it. Stating that such motivation is unacceptable amounts to
pronouncing the teaching of Jesus immoral. ^
To retum to the illustration of tithe paying, I probably experience more than
one of the motives listed above whenever I give. But it is also tme that in spite of
the plurality of those reasons, one usually stands as the primary incentive for each
individual episode of giving. In fact, the particular arrangement of motives that
brings me to put money in the offering plate one Sunday, can vary considerably
from week to week. For must of us, no doubt it is love, habit, obedience and
gratitude that jockey back and forth as the leading motive for our Christian
conduct. Yet Jesus clearly sanctions Reward as a completely valid reason to give.
Paul does the same when he promises that whoever sows generously will reap
generously.2 Here again, the point is that Reward serves as a perfectly respectable
Christian motive.
1 Alcom states that claiming Reward is a selfish motivation, equals accussing Jesus of tempting
us to sin whenever he used Reward to motivate his followers. 161.
2 n Cor. 9:6
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Furthermore, Reward can be combined with the other motives to incite
action when the others (love, gratimde, obedience etc.) fail to do so alone. Alcom
speaks of motives achieving a "combined persuasiveness"~analogous to the idea of
producing a cumulative affect. He demonstrates this by the illustration of a
Christian wrestling with the conviction to evangelize.^ Suppose I feel that I
should try and wimess to my neighbor. Hopefully love of God will cause me to
obey. If not, concem for my neighbor might combine with my love for God, and
get me to act. Perhaps it requires the combined force of love for God, concem
about my neighbor, and the promise of reward to impel me to wimess. Is this not
what Calvin meant when he said the object of Reward passages in the scripture is
"not to leave any method of animating us untried"?4
Motivation by Reward Depends on Tmst
In chapter three we noted Calvin's concem that the doctrine of Reward not
result in men thinking they could make God their debtor. He did not want anyone
to misuse the idea of Reward and thereby consider God under obligation to repay
them for their good deeds. It was suggested at that time that perhaps the ambiguity
which surrounds the biblical promises of Reward tends to prevent such error.
Consider the following illustration. If a father promises to reward a child for
a specific behavior with a certain toy, the child obeys with a particular type of
expectation, and then remms looking for payment. On the other hand, if a father
gives no details of what the reward will be, yet promises that a behavior will be
rewarded, then the child both obeys and retums with a significantiy different frame




the father's goodness. Having no guarantee what the reward will be, the child does
not retum with the expectation of a worker receiving his pay. Rather, he obeys
with the anticipation that comes from tmsting in his father's love. In the same way,
the Christian performs good deeds without knowing many specifics about the
promised reward, yet confident that God's faithfulness and generosity will exceed
expectation.
This accounts for why good deeds are so often scarce when tmst in Christ is
lacking. Our study has shown that the base sort of self-seeking, commonly
attributed to doing good out of motivation for etemal reward, is not at all what we
encounter in tme Christian discipleship. Doing Christ's will from a desire to be
etemally recompensed requires a profound personal commitment to His Person. It
is only by totally tmsting in Christ's character that I will risk investing my life in
obedient discipleship. Nothing in aU of life compares with the gamble of denying
my very self to follow Jesus. Unless I have unquestioning faith that He will keep
his word, then His promises of a pay-off after death will never sustain a lifelong
effort to do good works. This vital personal commitment in the character of Christ,
fundamentally alters (in a purifying sense) the motivation of seeking Etemal
Reward.
Reward and Behavioral Science
Our endeavor to draw out the behavioral implications of Etemal Reward
causes us to pause and consider what secular leaming in this field has to offer.
Some might even claim the practical aspects of Etemal Reward have been called
into question by current research in the area of behavioral science. Modem
business management theory, for instance, questions the efficacy of reward for
increasing productivity in the work place. Alfie Kohn's new book entitied
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Punished by Rewards, details the failure of incentive plans in secular industry.5
Merit pay, free vacations for exemplary quality, large bonuses for getting projects
done more quickly, are all being shown to have negative impact on productivity,
worker creativity and employee relationships. Such incentive plans decrease risk
taking (thus reducing creativity), breed competition among workers and cause
resentment toward management. Also, the value employees place on their work
actually tends to diminish as prizes and rewards go up.
This last tendency has been documented in a book edited by M. R. Lepper
and D. Greene called The Hidden Costs ofReward.^ A study was conducted of
children's enjoyment of coloring. All children love to draw with felt-tipped
drawing pens. Yet research showed that after a time of being rewarded for
drawing with the pens, children used the pens less when the rewards were stopped.
Evidently, the fact that they were rewarded for doing it decreased the intrinsic
value the children placed on the activity. Barney Schwartz calls this the "I used to
do this because it was fun; then they started paying me, and now it just seems like
work" effect.7 How are we to view Etemal Rewards in light of this and other
secular research regarding the use of reward?
Several tmths invalidate a direct transfer of the findings of either corporate
business or behavioral psychology to the sphere of Etemal Rewards. First, the
competition that emerges among employees is based on limited benefits. Jack
resents Bill's winning the trip to Hawaii because he wanted it for himself. This
obviously does not apply to Etemal Reward, for God's ability to reward all
mankind flows out of His limitiess resources. Secondly, the resentment employees
5 I rely on a synopsis of his book published under die title "Why Incentive Plans CannotW(^,"
Harvard Business Review. (Sept.-OcL 1993), pg 54-62.




develop toward managers comes from believing one of two things. Either they
suspect the boss of playing favorites, or they simply do not believe he adequately
assessed the merits of their own work. Again, both of these have no application to
the realm of Etemal Reward. In reference to favoritism on the part of God, Paul
specifically guarantees us that "there is no partiality with him".8 As for ability to
judge each man's life adequately, God's absolute knowledge and wisdom assure it.
In reference to the detrimental affect incentives have on an individual's
attitude toward a rewarded behavior, the error in applying this to Etemal Reward
lies in the difference between extrinsic and intrinsic rewards. Recall from chapter
two that rewards are either extrinsic or intrinsic, depending on how vitally
connected the act is to the benefit received. As a reward, candy is definitely
extrinsically related to coloring. Drawing with a felt-tipped pen was fun all of its
own, but when it was rewarded with candy, coloring lost its power to interest a
child because it was tumed into the mere means to a more highly prized benefit.
The same applies to the workplace. A worker's intrinsic satisfaction in doing a
good job on the project is undermined by the prospect of winning a Hawaiian
vacation. By in large, psychology and industry reward actions extrinsically, and
thus the behavior being reinforced becomes insignificantiy related to the reward.
Incidentally, it is interesting to note the parallels often encountered within
the Church. Sunday School attendance drives and various program contests are
often followed by levels that fall below normal. Prizes such as pies, gift certificates
and steak dinners tend to discount the intrinsic value of the behaviors thus
rewarded. Perhaps church growth experts should take heed and re-evaluate their
use of extrinsic benefits.
With Etemal Rewards, on the other hand, extrinsic benefit plays a minor
role�applying mainly to the new Christian. Heaven may indeed represent an
8 Eph. 6:9
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extrinsic reward for the new convert. His first attempts at worship and prayer, his
preliminary efforts of charity, are often perfunctory and indirectiy related to his
conception of Heaven. This is because the beginning convert focuses on what
many would deem secondary features of Heaven: pleasure, glory, and authority. As
time goes by, however, 'streets of gold' soon mean little compared to higher, more
intrinsic rewards. Compassion, worship and evangelism come to carry their own
reward, giving deeper content to one's idea of Heaven. In addition, relationship
with Christ richens and the focal point of Reward shifts to fellowship with Him. 'In
exactiy that same degree, Reward is transformed into an intrinsic benefit. Even the
secondary components of authority and glory take on new definition. Authority
represents augmented oppormnity to serve Jesus and others. Glory, as discussed in
chapter two, grows into the radiant exultation of experiencing God's approval.
Even though Rewards tend to become less specific as they become more intrinsic,
the point remains that the negative findings of studies using extrinsic benefits have
littie application to Etemal Rewards.
The transition from extrinsic to intrinsic benefit represents an ethical
purification of Etemal Rewards. In chapter two we noted that the ethical merit of
an act hinges on (among other things) whether the benefits derived from that act
are intrinsic. Understanding this process explains why Reward never ceases to
function as a valid motivation for the disciple. Not only the new convert, but the
seasoned saint can rightiy make use of Reward as motivation�both to begin good
deeds, and as encouragement to persevere when under trial. Thus after many years
of walking with God, Abraham is told "I am your very great reward"^
Rewards Require an Etemal Perspective
9 Genisis 15:11
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Perhaps the most profound mistake in drawing parallels between behavioral
psychology and Etemal Reward springs from the difference between reinforcement
and reward. Reinforcement is defined as prompt and repetitive positive
consequence for a desired behavior. The more timely and repeated the benefit, the
more effective it will be in reinforcement. Many of the arguments against rewards
fail to recognize the profound changes that take place when the benefit hoped for
lies beyond the grave. The longer one's gratification is delayed, the less likely it is
that the required behavior will be viewed as insignificantiy connected to the
reward. In fact, the ability to work for deferred gratification is universally
considered virtuous because it develops character in this way. Every parent tries
to teach his children the value of focusing on some distant goal, rather than just
living for immediate pleasure. It is further considered a greater sign of character to
be willing to delay gratification for longer periods of time. Working all summer to
buy a first computer shows a degree of character, but saving money for ten years to
buy a home debt free is much more impressive. Not only so, while one might save
for a summer and then retum to being financially irresponsible, someone who saves
for a decade will inevitably intemalize sound principles of money management.
Thus long periods of waiting for reward develop character by enabling the
behavior to become intemalized. If this principle holds, then extending the time of
gratification beyond death itself, should be viewed as both requiring and resulting
in the most virtue of all.
The cmcial difference between temporary reinforcement and terminal
reward cannot be overstated. If motivation by Etemal Rewards was (as some
claim) an appeal to selfishness, it would hardly hold up to the ultimate form of
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delayed gratification which it requires. 1^ When the pay off for one's efforts hes on
the other side of the grave, a radical transition takes place. This is why there is such
popular response to the preaching of Prosperity Gospel and so meager response to
true discipleship. Selfishness wants to be recompensed here and now. I am much
more likely to give a tenth of my income, if I am led to expect a ten-fold retum in
the near future. On the other hand, giving with the knowledge that my reward will
have to wait until the next life, is a different story indeed. Paul Ramsey agrees with
this theme and points out the "eschatological gulf' that separates Christian action
from the reward promised. 1 1 Whetiier one prefers 'ultimately delayed gratification',
or "eschatological gulf '--the point is this: Heavenly Reward requires an eternal
perspective, which in turn purifies the motives of those who seek it by demanding
that they consider the gain this world offers less real than the riches ofHeaven.
Thus we see how littie any of us have to fear from seeking Etemal Rewards.
We no longer need think that reward is a dirty word. The tmth is, far from
promoting a slide into selfishness, few of us have the courageous faith necessary to
ascend to a wholehearted pursuit of Etemal Reward. C.S. Lewis builds on this
tmth when he laments how easily we prefer the joys of this life to those of etemity.
If we consider the unblushing promises of reward and the staggering nature
of the rewards promised in the Gospels, it would seem that our Lord finds
our desires, not too strong, but too weak. We are half-hearted creatures,
fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered
us, like an ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum
lOj do not mean to ignore those benefits which accrue to the Christian during life on earth. Yet
Paul set the comparison between the two accurately when he claimed that "if in this life only, we have hope
in Christ, we are of all men most to be pitied." G Cor 15)
1 1 Ramsey includes punishment in this context as well: "It is significant that rewards and
punishments spoken of in the New Testament are always spearated by an eschatological gulf from action in
this present age to which by promise they are added", pg 133
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because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of a holiday at the
sea. We are far too easily pleased. 12
The doctrine of Etemal Reward demands that we reject the immediate and
inferior benefits of this world in favor of etemal blessings in Heaven. In doing so.
Reward does not pollute our motives, it sifts and refines them. Consider an
example. Paul says that by being generous to others, I am investing for treasure in
Heaven. Now suppose I have a certain sum (say, a few thousand dollars) in a
retirement fund. Deciding to take Paul at his word, I choose to invest that money
for etemity, instead. With this relatively modest amount, I could set up an endowed
scholarship at my church that would send several needy teens to camp every
summer for years to come. Knowing how often adolescents make decisions for
Christ on such occasions, this seems like a solid etemal investment. The question is,
why don't I (or you) actually follow through with the plan? Because we are afraid
of being selfishly motivated by reward? Not hardly! Quite the contrary, it is
because taking money from a retirement fund for such a scheme requires a
perspective that is too other-worldly for our weak faith to support.
If being motivated by Etemal Reward is selfish, then why did the Rich
Young Man go away disappointed when Jesus told him that by giving all to the
poor he would have great treasure in Heaven? Obviously he valued wealth. Why
then did he not adopt Jesus' proposal to make that wealth etemal? Two reasons
present themselves. As mentioned earlier, Etemal Reward requires personal tmst in
the character of Christ (a tmst the Young Man chose not to exercise). Secondly,
while he ostensibly was motivated by the next world (his whole motive in
approaching Christ was to obtain etemal life) his actions prove he was not tmly
comnutted to the etemal perspective. If so, he would not have hesitated in
exchanging fleeting riches for etemal treasure. So it is with many who criticize the
12 Lewis, Weipht of Glorv. 263.
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pursuit of Etemal Reward today. While claiming that Reward conflicts with love,
the real issue is a reluctance to embrace fully the perspective of etemity. Lack of
such a conmiitment to the surpassing importance of the next life accounts for much
of the negative attimde towards Etemal Rewards.
This also explains the troubling passages where Jesus seems to appeal to
outright selfishness. When Jesus said "Whoever wants to be first in the kingdom of
God, must become the servant of all", he had no fear that his words would gather
around him a group of egotistical men, all seeking preeminence in Heaven by
temporarily serving others on earth. Men of that motive would lack the character
required for a lifetime of such self-sacrifice. Thus we see once more that Etemal
Reward purifies egoism by requiring tmst in Christ and by delaying gratification in
the utmost sense.
The dual nature of Etemal Reward's refining process is not capable of over
emphasis. Willingness to delay gratification (i. e. etemal perspective) must be
combined with personal tmst in Christ. There are some instances where individuals
meet the first requirement without the second. For example, various world religions
demand that their adherents sacrifice earthly pleasure for benefit in the next life.
Hindus, Buddhists, Mormons and others sometimes put Christians to shame by their
self-denial and religious fervor. But when such etemal perspective (impressive as it
may be) is not purified by vital tmst in the person and work of Christ, it remains
self-centered and worthless. To modify an old saying, the cart has not been put
ahead of the horse, but rather completely separated from the horse, and is
therefore completely inoperative
Reward Fumishes Hope
In the process of identifying Jesus' conception of reward, we noted that he
presented reward as a source of encouragement and comfort during persecution.
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This feature of reward also obtained in the thought of Paul. Etemal Reward as a
source of hope impacts discipleship greatly. Christian service often entails sacrifice
and hardship. Jesus knew this full well. He also recognized the eroding effects
such difficulties could have on his follower's resolve to serve him. This is especially
tme over an extended course of time. Aware of the temptation believers would
face to fall away, he emphasized the promise of reward as source of hope. Like a
swimmer in need of a life preserver, Etemal Reward buoys the faith of a faltering
disciple. Paul also employs the hope of reward to bolster the faith of his converts.
He writes that current suffering is not worth comparing with future reward. On
another occasion he encourages believers that the affliction of the present is slight
and momentary, while the reward they hope for is weighty and etemal. 13
How unfortunate that we do not follow the example of Jesus and Paul in
continually presenting the hope of Reward to believers. So littie solace is derived
from Reward these days because the doctrine has fallen into disrespect. Could it
be that attrition among contemporary converts would decrease if preaching of
Etemal Reward increased? By neglecting this essential doctrine we are depriving
Christians of a source of hope that has supported believers through the centuries.
John Wesley serves as a good example. Notwithstanding his emphasis of
Perfect Love, he recognized his converts' need of the sustaining hope that comes
from preaching Heavenly Reward. In a sermon appropriately entitied "Human Life
a Dream", he strongly encouraged his listeners to be ever mindful of the joys of the
tme life to come. 14 Not only so, but he also made heavy use of the hope that
springs from a lively emphasis on Reward in his own personal life. One such
instance surfaced when an aristocratic lady wrote to him of her shock that he
would resort to open air preaching. He wrote in his joumal that, far from being
13 Ro 8:18 and n Cor. 4:21
14 John Wesley, Works, vol VII (2:ondervan Grand R^ids: Michigan, 1966), 324 ff.
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according to his preferences, he greatiy disliked having to "lead tiiis vagabond life.
Why, indeed it is not pleasing to flesh and blood; and / would not do it if I did not
believe in another world" .^^ {emphasis added}
The hope that Etemal Reward fumishes extends beyond the hardships
encountered specifically as Christians, and provides comfort for human suffering in
general. C. S. Lewis notes this well.
Scripture and tradition habitually put the joys of Heaven into the scale
against the sufferings of earth, and no solution of the problem of pain which
does not do so can be called a Christian one. . . .Again, we are afraid that
Heaven is a bribe, and that if we make it our goal we shall no longer be
disinterested. It is not so. . .there are rewards that do not sully motives. 16
A powerful example of the sustaining power that comes from hope in etemal
reward is found in the Negro spirituals of American slavery. In the midst of their
extreme suffering, black slaves found solace in the hope of another world.
Accordingly, Negro spirituals are virtually preoccupied with Heaven. By singing
each evening about the Etemal Reward promised them in the New Testament, they
gained the strength to face another day. Though at times theologicaUy shaky, the
reoccurring theme of Heaven found in Negro spirituals points very powerfully to
the human need for hope, and the ability of Etemal Reward to satisfy that need at a
profound level.
In the course of this investigation, Etemal Reward has been considered from
four perspectives. Scripture gave the doctrine basic content and established the
importance of Reward. Then, Philosophy investigated the moral ramifications of
15 John Wesley, Journal. Standard Ed., edited Cumock, (London:, 8 vols 1906-1919) 4:13 Cited
by A.S. Wood, The Rnminp HearL (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967), 115
16 C.S. Lewis The Problem of Pain
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Reward, finding it in compliance with highest ethical standards. Next, Theology
revealed that Reward exalts the grace and wisdom of God and harmonizes with
human nature. Finally, practical discipleship found needed energy, encouragement
and hope from the promise of Etemal Reward. The reality of etemal blessing which
Christianity promises must not be relegated to a back eddy of religious thought.
We conclude, therefore, with Blaise Pascal's powerful argument for the
overwhelming significance of Etemal Reward, and tmst that the present stody will
spark renewed interest in this vital doctrine.
All our actions and thoughts must take such different courses, according as
there are, or are not etemal joys to hope for, that it is impossible to take one
step with sense and judgment unless we regulate our course by our view of
this point which ought to be our ultimate end. Thus our first interest and our
first duty is to enlighten ourselves on this subject, whereon depends all our
conduct. 17
l^Blaise Pascal, Pensees. sect II no. 194. Great Books of the Western World, vol. 33 edited R.
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